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Iceland’s most stunning sights in one tour

Golden circle, super
truck & snowmobile
on Europe’s 2nd largest glacier!

Easy | 10 hours | Departures all year round — starts at 9:00 AM | Min. age 8 years

Or join us on one of our other day trips all around Iceland and be sure
to go home with a story worth telling!

Book your adventure now!
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SOUR
GRAPES

warmth
www.arnartr.com

of Iceland

Your Letters

Dear Grapevine,
Thank you for your funny, gracious
and smart Twitter coverage of Iceland's triumph at the Euro Cup. I am
incredibly proud of the team's (and
country's) success, but I am deeply
impressed by the Grapevine's ability
to see the best in a situation and
to be grateful. That shows a purity
of spirit I will strive to cultivate in
myself.
Thanks for a great tournament so
far, and I am looking forward to
cheering on Wales with you!
Sincerely,
Anita Dey
PS - My husband and I were the
tourists whose car was hit by a
port-a-potty in June 2013. Our travel
agent said that the story made the
Grapevine.

Dear Anita,
No, thank YOU! We’re pretty damn
proud of the team, and rest assured
that most Icelanders are as well—it
takes more than one loss against a
bunch of baguette-crunchers to get
us down.
We cheered our hardest for Wales,
but to no avail (sorry, Wales). We also
tried our hardest to find the story
about your car being hit by a port-apotty, but also to no avail. Too bad,
because that sounds hilarious (unless
you were gravely injured, in which
case… sorry).
We look forward to your support
again when we compete in (and win!)
the 2018 World Cup.
Sincerely,
The Reykjavík Grapevine

#GVPICS

LOVELIEST LETTER:
FREE GRAPEVINE T!
Check it out! Whoever sent in this
issue's LOVELIEST LETTER gets
a free Grapevine T-shirt. DON’T
PANIC if your letter wasn’t found
to be this issue's loveliest. You can
still get a tee for a low, low price over
our website, www.grapevine.is/
subscriptions

@brian_erler

INSTAGRAM
COMPETITION

This
Issue's
Winners

Each week, we run an Instagram competition to win a Grapevine t-shirt. The winning
pictures are posted to our account, @rvkgrapevine—and also right here in the magazine. Just tag your pictures with #GVpics to
enter. Here are the winning shots from the last
two weeks by @brian_erler and @lizandturtle.
Congrats, you two!

@lizandturtle

Varma is dedicated to maintaining
Icelandic tradition in developing,
designing and manufacturing
quality garments and accessories
from the best Icelandic wool and
sheepskin shearling.
Varma is available in various
tourist shops around Iceland

VISIT
ICELAND’S
LEADING
ART
MUSEUM
HAFNARHÚS
TRYGGVAGATA 17

KJARVALSSTAÐIR
FLÓKAGATA 24

ÁSMUNDARSAFN
SIGTÚN

Reykjavík
Art Museum

ONE
ADMISSION
TO THREE
MUSEUMS
OPEN DAILY

www.artmuseum.is / +354 411 6400

ICEWEAR SHOPS

REYKJAVÍK AUSTURSTRÆTI 5 • VESTURGATA 4 • ÞINGHOLTSSTRÆTI 2-4 • LAUGAVEGUR 1 • LAUGAVEGUR 91

Visit our webstore www.icewear.is

FÁKAFEN 9 OUTLET • GARÐABÆR MIÐHRAUN 4 • AKUREYRI HAFNARSTRÆTI 106 • VÍK Í MÝRDAL AUSTURVEGUR 20

Enjoy the easy shopping and quick deliveries
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FOR AND
AGAINST

Pokémon Go
your attention. In fact, the game compels
you to visit them.
Someone once remarked that golf is
just an excuse to go on a long walk, and
the same could be said for Pokémon Go.
Unlike golf, this game is free to all, and
acts as a miniature tour guide of sorts as
you bounce around town, looking at statues and talking to strangers. Pokémon
Go is a godsend and you’d be crazy not to
try it.
AGAINST

Takara Tomy
©Pokémon

FOR
Confession time: I used to be a pretty avid
gamer. Not to an unreasonable degree: I
only spent maybe ten hours a day tops
playing WoW, and only peed in empty
bottles of Mountain Dew in my room if
there was a really important quest going
down. But even in my very limited capacity as a gamer, I can see the benefits of
Pokémon Go.

They say you can’t get better graphics
than Outside (although your HP is weak
and one bullet can kill you), and that was
never truer than in Pokémon Go. Instead
of your game map being some poorly
rendered pixelised map on a console, the
literal outside world is your map. Furthermore, places of interest in your town
or even your neighbourhood that you
might have overlooked are brought to

POEM
A Poem By
Lommi

Confession time: I used to be a pretty avid
gamer. Still am, really. From WoW to Defense of the Ancients to League of Legends, trust me—I know from real gaming. And Pokémon Go is not a real game.
Like most mobile games, Pokémon
Go is for filthy casuals who are afraid to
commit to the intense amount of training and concentration it takes to get good
at real games. These games attract the
worst kind of people and it’s no wonder
Pokémon Go has become the grandaddy
of all Filthy Casual Gamer games.
Just look at that noob walking down
the street with her face in her smartphone screen, looking around like a lost
baby goose because she’s trying to find
the nearest Pokéstop but forgot to turn
her GPS on. Jesus, give it up. Don’t you
have some Sonic the Hedgehog drawings
to post on DeviantArt or something?
And don’t get me started on people who
post about it on Facebook. I get it already—you’re having fun. Stop rubbing
it in my face and learn a real video game
like Quake or something.
SHARE: gpv.is/fa10

WORD OF
THE ISSUE:

Braskari
HENCEFORTH ALL POEMS SHALL ONLY BE ALIGNED
ACCORDING TO THE POET’S WISHES AND WILL NOT
INCLUDE ANY WORDS NOT SPECIFICALLY ASKED
FOR BY THE POET

A POEM BY is curated by Grapevine’s
poetry liaison, Jón Örn Loðmfjörð

The word of the issue this issue is braskari. This is a pretty important word to
know, as you can apply it to people who
hail from all income levels and backgrounds. A braskari is a lot of things:
a hustler, a prospector, a venture capitalist—all these people can be called a
braskari, in particular if they’re involved
in semi-legal, shady dealings. Don’t be
shy about throwing this one around!
Used in a sentence: “Hann er svo
mikill braskari; myndi ekki trúa orð
sem hann segir.”

Figures
Don't
Lie
15% OF
LONDON'S
ELECTRICITY

1400

the number of megawatts
Iceland would need to export
to Britain to make an undersea
cable between the two countries viable.
TWO
EMPIRE
STATES
& CHANGE

800bn

the amount of krónur it would
take to even build the cable

5%10%

the percentage your
electricity bill would increase
to support the cable

300+
the minimum number of
Pokémon Go Gyms in Iceland
(based on the number of
churches)

Daily guided
bus tours
Golden Circle Tours
Glacier Lagoon
Southern Iceland
Into the Glacier

www.bustravel.is
info@bustravel.is
+ 354 511 2600

DRESSCODE ICELAND

BANKASTRÆTI | AÐALSTRÆTI | AUSTURHRAUN | SMÁRALIND | KRINGLAN | AKUREYRI | CINTAMANI.IS
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and pride in the team’s spirited performance, and the last in a series of
iconic moments that Iceland’s Euro
2016 run produced.

OPINION

Togetherness

LET’S JUST ENJOY THIS
HOW EURO 2016 BROUGHT ICELAND TOGETHER

Football supporters around the world
also warmed to this Icelandic way of
appreciating football, and the world’s
media were in attendance to document the homecoming. At the edge
of Arnarhöll, camera crews almost
outnumbered the people. “What
does this mean to you?” shouted the
journalists, picking out fans from the
sea of grinning, red, white and blue
faces. Their answers revealed that
many in the throng were completely
new to supporting football, having
been swept up the in the atmosphere.
Later, I spoke to one of converts
amongst my 101 friends: Alma Mjöll,
a young artist and writer who was
spending the summer in Stykkishólmur when Euro-fever kicked in. “I’d
never watched a full 90 minutes in my
life before now,” she said. “I watched
the Austria game at home, then biked
to the local restaurant at halftime
to watch it with other people. They
were all strangers, but we jumped
and screamed together anyway.”
Having become emotionally invested in the team’s progress, Alma
returned to the capital for their England showdown. “I hitched-hiked, for
the first time in my life, back to Reykjavík, to watch it with my sister and
friends,” she says. “We went to the big
screen at Arnarhóll. It felt like half of
Iceland was there. The togetherness
between the people and the team… it
just felt amazing!”

Buzz-kill

Words
JOHN ROGERS
Photo
ART BICNICK
Share this article:
GPV.IS/JOY

HERO OF
THE ISSUE

When the Icelandic football team
arrived home from their improbable, eye-catching run into the final
eight of Euro 2016, a hastily planned
carnival took place on the streets of
Reykjavík. Two days after they went
down fighting against an imperious
France side, the word went out that
there’d be a team parade, starting
from Hallgrímskirkja, moving down
Skólavörðustigur, and ending at the
central hill of Arnarhöll.
Those with apartments on the
route threw confetti from their balconies over the opened-topped, flag-

bedecked bus. The streets were lined
with a joyful melée of people—mostly
Icelandic, but peppered with immigrants and tourists. Kids ran alongside the bus, and locals stood outside
their bar of choice, raising a glass to
the team. People waved, cheered, and,
in some cases, had a full on Beatlesfan freakout at the homecoming heroes, who smiled gamely, scanning
the crowd for familiar faces and taking selfies.
After a few obligatory speeches
from the stage at Arnarhöll, the moment people were waiting for finally

The Church

Hvalreki

The hero of the issue this issue is the
church. By now it’s a cliché that organised Christianity could not be farther
away from the teachings of Jesus, but
every now and then we’re reminded that
clichés are sweeping generalities for a
reason. When several asylum seekers,
including an Iraqi teenager, were faced
with deportation, two Lutheran ministers did the Christian thing and gave
them church sanctuary—not that this
stopped the police from taking them
away. Still, the church have taken a lot
of heat lately from some of their strongest supporters, but the clergy have so
far stood by this unusual display of direct action within the church. In this instance, it acted in accordance with Jesus’
guiding principles of compassion for all,
and it’s for this reason the church is this
issue’s hero of the issue.

came: the chance, finally, to carry out
Iceland’s trademark chant with the
players. Led by team captain Aron
Gunnarsson, the estimated 30,000
people raised their hands aloft and
fell into a pin-drop silence. It began—
boom, boom, “HÚH!”—and then silence again. The huge sound bounced
from the buildings opposite, echoing
back over our heads like a missile
launch. The synchronised handclaps
and voices rang out again, and again,
accelerating into a deafening, heartfelt cheer. It was a spine-tingling
show of togetherness, appreciation

VILLAIN OF
THE ISSUE

ArtBicnick

An astounding 99.8% of Iceland’s TV
audience tuned in to watch the team
play. But even so, Twitter grouches,
possibly from the 0.2%, took aim at
the Grapevine’s feed. One decried the
outpouring of nationalistic pride,
and posted an alternate-rules football, with three goals and the aim of
collaboratively not conceding. Armchair philosophers were also eager to
offer a buzz-killing take on patriotic
sensibility.
And of course, sports culture
doesn’t arrive free of issues, and
sometimes needs critique. But experiencing the heartfelt excitement,
and the warmth, empathy and collective respect shown by Icelanders
throughout Euro 2016, I could think
only: “Let’s just enjoy this.”

The Church
The villain of the issue this issue is the
church. The church had been eerily silent on asylum seeker matters for years
before the incident earlier this month,
missing one opportunity after the next
to use their position of power within the
Icelandic government to influence policy in a different direction than apartheid and exclusion. While individual
ministers can and do step outside the
bounds of popular opinion, the church
itself mostly defends the status quo.
Furthermore, the institution has a lot
of explaining to do in terms of just how
much tax revenue it gets, and the fact
that ministers often charge extra for
doing things that are ostensibly a part
of their job description, like baptisms
and weddings. Giving praise where it’s
certainly due, the church still has a long
ways to go to catch up with the rest of
society, and it’s for this reason that the
church is this issue’s villain of the issue.

THIS IS IT 2016
WELCOME

WHALE WATCHING • HÚSAVÍK • ICELAND

S
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Visit The Gentle Giants

up north in Húsavík – The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland
“Simply the BEST day out”
July 11th 2016

Whale watching is a toss up - will they or won’t they show up & given how much
a trip costs the uncertainty can discourage one. We likewise had our doubts but
the day was clear & sunny (& cold) so our chances were good. It took an hour
to get to the favoured spots & once there the whales were just everywhere.
Blue whales, humpbacks, minkes galore & Dolphins. It was too good to be
true - but there it was all around us. For over an hour we oohed & ached & non
stop photographed the waters around our boat. It was marvellous. I hope those
Japanese whaling fleets never find out about this place.

“Amazing Whale and Puffin Tour”
July 8th 2016

We were three couples vacationing together and took the Zodiak tour for
Whale and Puffin watching. They provide you with these full immersion suits,
goggles and gloves. It was rainy and cold the day we went out and although
we got sprayed and rained on quite a bit, the suits worked great to keep us dry
and warm on the inside. Our guides were awesome! They took us out to see
the puffins first which was beautiful and then we went looking for whales! We
saw four Blue Whales (one was a momma with her baby)! Other larger boats
followed our lead however by the time they got there, the whales had already
gone. Loved that we were in the Zodiak! We went to a different spot and we
saw two humpback whales. The most incredible whale watching experience we
ever had... Would definitely recommend this!
Akureyri

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY

Reykjavík

Tel. +354 464 1500 · www.gentlegiants.is · info@gentlegiants.is
HÚSAVÍK

MEMBER OF ICEWHALE – THE ICELANDIC WHALE WATCHING ASSOCIATION

Húsavík
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101 Rvk’s bar workers flex their armchair pundit muscles throwing fools out the front door…

NEWS IN

In what is an example of
either discrimination or
BRIEF
entitlement, pet owners
want to take their pets
on the bus, and whether or not that’s
going to happen is anything but simple.
First, dog owners in particular rallied to
pressure the city bus company, Strætó,
to change their no-pets policy. Then
objections rose from the allergic and
asthmatic. Finally, the vast majority of
the bus drivers themselves have said
they see nothing but more headaches for
them if the measure passes. In fact, the
only people who seem to support this
idea are dog owners themselves, which
shouldn’t really be surprising. Even if
the policy does go into effect, it will be
limited to a single year at first, and will
likely not begin until this autumn.

“One Nation.
One Soul.
One Race.
One Football...”
STRANGE
BREW

Does the name Marco Evaristti mean
anything to you? It should: he was that
Chilean artist who dumped non-toxic
red dye into Geysir last year, turning the
water pink. He was eventually slapped
with charges, accused of violating Iceland’s nature conservation laws. Earlier
this month, South Iceland District Court
acquitted him of these charges, saying
no proof his stunt did any damage had
been presented, and the court furthermore order the state to cover Marco’s
legal expenses. I think we can all agree
this sets a momentous precedent for
geyser-dyers the world over.

As told to
BOB CLUNESS
Photo
ART BICNICK
Share this article:
GPV.IS/BRU10

“So it’s a Monday night and 30,000
proud,
stout
Icelanders/Vikings/
Beards are down at Arnahóll welcoming their glorious heroes, the
men’s national football team, home
after their fairytale run in the 2016
European championships. Everyone
in Iceland has been going crazy over
this tournament. Everyone is flying
flags and wearing Icelandic facepaint.
Companies are taking out full-page
ads in the national press cheering on
‘Strákarnir Okkar (Oh, and shop at N1
gas stations).’ Even the sober-minded
communist hippies at the Grapevine
have been going into overdrive, making t-shirts and spunking out #Icelandsmites tweets every five minutes.
“But while everyone downtown
chants ‘HÚH!’ and does their best ‘Triumph of The Will’ cosplay, here in our
bar it’s quiet; just some dub music and
the few remaining tourists who have
no idea what’s going on. And if you
ask us bar workers our thoughts on
the whole thing? We would safely say,
‘Thank Christ it’s all over.’”

Iceland... or else

“Because this tournament has been
one big fucking slog for us. Most of
the main bars in 101 Rvk on the days
Iceland have been playing have been
inundated, at times overrun with
hordes of people experiencing full-on
sports nationalism for the first time
(true, Iceland won silver in handball
at the Beijing Olympics, but people
watched that at home. Meanwhile no
one cared about the women’s football
team reaching the European champi-

We had been missing a nice Tourists
Behaving Badly story these days, as it
seems that either tourists have wised up
or Icelanders have gotten used to them.
So imagine our delight to see the story
of tourists using a car wash to [cont p 14]

onships in 2013). Our bosses are overjoyed with the takings, but with the
swell of tourists taking part in the action, you’ve got a sea of drunkenness
and potential dickwaddery that sends
your ‘fuck you’ meter all the way up to 11.
“While most locals and tourist have
been content to simply get hammered
and go ‘HUH!’ and proclaim that they
are Viking warriors (while vomiting in
their shoe), there have been numerous
times when the mood has tipped over
from exuberance into outright aggression and violence, often with us having
to hold the line before it gets real nasty.
You’re told plenty of tales from other
workers of shit that went down on various match days. One friend said that
the worst at the bar she works at was
after the Iceland vs. Portugal game.
They had to forcibly throw out about a
dozen people for threats and violence,
while many of the locals hurled abuse
at anyone they felt wasn’t Icelandic,
spouting full-on racist comments of the
post-Brexit variety. At another bar, one
friend tells of how the mood was pretty
ugly as local fans harassed the DJ to play
music they could sing to, all the while
looking for people to get to proclaim
their support to Iceland… or else.”

And now it's over

“For us our nadir was after the Iceland
vs. England game. Up to that point
we just had to deal with a few idiots
and drunk bro tourists in Icelandic
football shirts pretending to be
Vikings. But after the match, it was
like the city descended on us. We were
swamped, only for several locals to

ONEWAY: 4.500

SEAT
GUARANTEED

FREE
WI-FI

PRICE

ROUNDTRIP: 7.990

SHORTER
TRANSFER TIMES

SMALL
GROUPS

ISK

PRICE

ISK

We’re Quick & On-Time!
DIRECT
TRANSFER

BOOK YOUR AIRPORT TRANSFER NOW
497 8000

www.AirportDirect.is

At your reception

decide that fighting and threatening
people would be a real cool thing to
do. We ended up having to call out the
police, and it took them over thirty
minutes to arrive (it turned out the
police were also stretched after the
game). Two guys were arrested. Cue
rivers of spilt beer and broken glass.
It was a veeeery ugly night. When we
tell people about this they’re honestly
quite shocked—How can Icelanders
behave like this?’ But for us it’s neither
shocking nor surprising. This type of
behaviour happens downtown every
weekend. The only difference is that
this time around it was fueled by
rampant nationalism.
“But just as the fire of sports nationalism burns fast and hot, it dies
just as quick. We and several other
bars were on high alert for the France
game, but in the end France simply
turned up and tore the Icelandic team
a new one in the first half. We were
busy, but people just simply wanted
to get drunk and commiserate. There
were no chants or beating of chests
or forcing tourists to pledge their allegiance to the land of fire and ice. We
all breathed a sigh of relief in the end.
“And now it’s over. After the gathering to welcome Iceland’s fallen heroes
back, everyone goes home, because it’s
a school night and you’ve got work in
the morning. All we have to deal with
in the end is one middle-aged Icelander in a suit who spends his time
insulting a group of Americans, than
Germans, while trying to insist that
he’s allowed to smoke in the bar. And
so it goes…”
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NEWS IN

shower
themselves
in a public parking
BRIEF
lot. Naked as the day
they were born, the
CONT.
four were oblivious to
passers-by as they used
a soapy brush that has scrubbed the shit
off thousands of cars to wash their own
skin in an open parking lot. When a local
objected, one of these tourists apparently
waved their genitals in the local’s general
direction, which of course sparked raucous laughter from his cohorts. If we were
handing out Obnoxious Tourist of the
Year awards, we would have a four-way tie.

Speaking of food, milk has become almost emblematic of shady financial
dealings and political ties lately. The
reason? It recently came to light that MS,
the largest dairy company in Iceland,
has been selling its products to its own
companies for a much lower price than
they’d been charging their competitors.
But it doesn’t end there - after it came
to light that MS would be forced to pay
a hefty fine for this infraction, Ari Edwald - the managing director of MS with
strong ties to the Independence Party told reporters bluntly that consumers
would be footing the bill for the fine. Cue a
massive popular movement to boycott MS
products and buy from small-time dairy
operators instead. Which, come to think
of it, would be a good idea regardless.

Treating
The Heart
Of Iceland
Heart surgeon Tómas
Guðbjartsson says
we must do more to
preserve the highlands.

INTERVIEW
Words
ISAAC
WÜRMANN
Photo
ART BICNICK

The heart of Iceland is at risk, according to high-profile physician and
heart surgeon Tómas Guðbjartsson.
While Tómas may be best-known
around Reykjavík for his lectures
on heart disease and his support of
the Landspítali University Hospital,
when he made reference to the heart
at the TEDx Reykjavík conference on
May 28 he was speaking about another passion of his: conserving the
Icelandic highlands.
Discovering the highlands

Share this article: Tómas has felt connected to the highlands for his entire life. “I was offered
GPV.IS/HRT10 the opportunity as a child to travel with

In lighter news, Pokémon Go is rockin’
in Iceland. Even though the game has
not been officially released here, you
can see all kinds of folks in Reykjavík
wandering aimlessly with their faces
in their smartphones, and the nature
of Iceland certainly lends itself to the
game. The preponderance of statues and
graffiti art downtown means tons of
Pokéstops, and the fact that even the tiniest village gets a church means you’re
never far from a Gym, no matter where
you are in the country. Except maybe the
Highlands, but we have it on good sources that you can catch a Jigglypuff there.

my father, who is a geologist, as he was
taking people from America or Germany to the highlands and showing them
the geology of Iceland,” he explains. In
recent years, Tómas has regularly led
hiking trips into the highlands alongside his work as a physician.
It all began in 1985, when Tómas,
who speaks German, began leading
Germans and Austrians through the
highlands because there was a shortage of German-speaking guides. “At
the time, hiking was a sport in Iceland, but it was actually more foreigners in the highlands than Icelanders,”
he says. “Many saw me as a little bit
of a strange guy for being interested
in this.”

Green energy?
The state of Iceland’s highlands—the
vast swath of land that occupies most
of the island between its coasts and
glaciers—has been of great concern
for environmentalists as more hydroelectricity dams and power cables
are built in the area. Last November,
the musician Björk and writer Andri
Snær Magnússon held a press conference at Gamla Bíó to call for a nature
preserve in the highlands.
When most people arrive in Iceland at the Keflavík airport, they
are greeted by an image of the highlands. It’s a dramatic advertisement
by Landsvirkjun, Iceland’s national
power company, which features a canyon near the controversial Kárahnjúkar hydropower plant. “Welcome
to the land of renewable energy,” the
text on top of the image reads. “I’ve
been there a million times, and this
picture makes me sad,” Tómas says.
“Because, okay, this energy is maybe
green, but you are leaving scars.”
One way to get Icelanders more
motivated about protecting the highlands is to help them appreciate its
beauty, Tómas says. “Icelanders have
a bit of a minority complex about
themselves and their nature,” he explains. “They think, ‘It’s much more
beautiful in Canada, or it’s much
more beautiful in Colorado.’ But
when you take people to these areas
who have been all over the world and
they say, ‘Wow, this is something,’

then you realize yourself that this is
worth something.”
The effects of tourism
Although encouraging more
people to experience the highlands
might motivate them to protect the
area, Tómas also says he worries that
increasing numbers of tourists could
be damaging. When he began leading
tours of the highlands in the 80s, Tómas says there were less than 200,000
people visiting Iceland each year. Now,
there are about 1.3 million tourists each
year, and he adds that this number is
growing by 30 percent annually.
“This is perhaps happening too
fast, at least for the highlands, because we haven’t built the infrastructure,” Tómas says. “This is a little bit
like having a party and you invite a lot
of people to the party, but you don’t
have enough seats for them.” One option Tómas says he thinks may help
balance tourism with concerns about
the environment would be to create a
special nature conservation area.
Although he acknowledges that
some people might criticise him for
being a “middle-aged professor in 101
Reykjavík” weighing in on the debate
over Iceland’s highlands, Tómas says
he thinks it’s important for high-profile individuals such as himself to step
up. “I see it as a huge question for all
Icelanders,” he says. “Not just us living
now, but for future generations.”
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“Very good food,
excellent service
and a very friendly
restaurant.”

“One of the best
restaurants in Iceland.
Fresh lobster, amazing
cod fish!!”
1

to Reykjavík
ca. 45 min.

1

to Þingvellir,
Gullfoss, Geysir
ca. 45-60 min.
Hveragerði

39
Selfoss

to Blue Lagoon
ca. 50 min.

Eyrarbakki

“Amazing seafood in
this little town...”

“Not to be missed. Food fabulous and
staff wonderful ... This spot is worth the
trip to the small village alone.”

raudahusid.is

Búðarstígur 4, 820 Eyrarbakki • tel. 483-3330

just 10 minutes from Highway 1, the Ring Road, via Selfoss
open 7 days a week year-round

DAY TOURS
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WALKING TOUR
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CYCLING TOUR
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Where Your Iceland Starts!
USB CHARGING
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WWW.RSS.IS • +354 497 5000 • INFO@RSS.IS

Can´t catch the Northern Lights?
Don´t worry, we have already done it for you

ver

Maritime
museum
CCP

Hotel
Marina

The
Northern
Light Center

Visit us and experience our multimedia exhibition
It's only a ten-minute walk from the city center

The old
harbour
Harpan
Music hall
Reykjavík
Art museum
Kolaportið
fleemarket

www.aurorareykjavik.is

Grandagarður 2 - 101 Reykjavík
Open every day from 09:00 - 21:00
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INTERVIEW

Not Just The Lord’s
Work: Meet The
Lutheran Ministers
Who Stood Up For
Asylum Seekers
Words
PAUL
FONTAINE
Photo
ART
BICNICK
Share this
article:
GPV.IS/GOD10

Kristín Þórunn Tómasdóttir and Toshiki Toma are two Lutheran ministers who made headlines earlier this
month when they opened Laugarneskirkja to asylum seekers wanting
sanctuary from deportation. Video
and photos of police entering the
church and dragging an Iraqi teenager out have added a new dimension
to Iceland’s ongoing argument about
asylum seekers, and made these two
ministers the focus of both praise and
criticism. Here they explain how their
faith led them to taking direct action.

Can you give our readers some context
in terms of what church asylum is?

Kristín: The concept of church asylum
is an old one. It was actually in laws
that were established in the Middle
Ages, and was based on the idea that
people could seek shelter and protection from authorities—there was little
to no central authority in those days,
and no police, so a lot of people were
caught in conflicts between warring
chieftains. Now, there’s no such thing
as church sanctuary as a part of Icelandic law. But the idea is there, as well
as the idea that some places we hold
more sacred than others. So this idea
of church asylum was one of the inspirations to do this.
Actually, in the wave of this migrant crisis, the idea of church asylum has been re-invoked. We have examples around us, in countries such
as Norway and Sweden, where this
sanctuary has been respected, and examples where it has not.
Toshiki: It is very interesting to consider these examples from Sweden and
Norway. There have been instances
where the police go into the church
and make arrests. In other places, the
sanctuary of the church is very well respected.
Kristín: There’s this interesting tension within the Christian faith, in that
one tends to be very conservative, and

the church supports everything the
authorities do. But you also have this
tendency within Christianity that
holds the church should be prophetic,
fight injustice and stand with those
who are marginalised. In this case, I
thought that clergy all over would see
this action as a very clear example of
how we can support and stick up for the
marginalised. Obviously I was wrong;
people are debating this, even within
the church. It’s good to remember certain key passages from the Bible, such
as the story of the Good Samaritan.
He didn’t ask about age, or religion, or
social status—he just helped. This is a
very integral part of Christianity.

We’ve been seeing a lot more
deportations lately. What was
the impetus that made you two
decide, “OK, enough, we have to do
something?”

Toshiki: Well, one thing I must make
clear here is that the idea of using
church sanctuary came from the asylum seekers themselves. They asked if
the church could protect them, having
learned from examples they’ve seen
elsewhere in Europe; in particular,
where the Catholic church is involved.
So they got the idea that maybe we
could provide the same kind of protection for them. We thought about it and
decided, why not? Honestly, neither
Kristín nor I think church sanctuary
should function in the same way it did
in the Middle Ages. We had to adjust
the concept to fit a modern setting. I
didn’t completely expect that the police would stop at the church doors and
go back.
Kristín: I was not surprised that
things went down like they did. And
to continue on Toshiki’s point of reinterpreting church sanctuary in a
modern context, I think it’s very interesting for us as a society to discuss
what we hold holy. My idea is that we
hold holy the concept of human rights.

This is a discussion we need to have:
what is the status of human rights in
our society, and how far are we willing
to go to protect it?

are trying to make the story that we
did something against the law. Which
is not true. But I think they’re intentionally pushing this narrative.

That’s an important question, and one
I’m sure you asked yourselves. How did
you decide how far you were willing to
go?

Which is even more bizarre, because
we have the entire arrest on video, it’s
public, and anyone who wants can see
that no one broke any laws here.

Toshiki: We discussed it very carefully, and decided we would not do anything against the law. And we didn’t. It
was very peaceful. We never used violence. We didn’t resist the police when
they came in. We let the police know
where these boys were, that we were
having a prayer meeting for them,
and to not go to their homes [to arrest
them] but to come here.

So you had to let the police know where
these boys were, because otherwise
you could get charged with hiding a
fugitive?

Toshiki: Yes, exactly. I can show you
the message if you like! So the church
was open, and we never stopped the
police or told them not to come in. We
just explained why we were doing this,
and asked them to show respect. But
the police came in anyway to take the
boys outside. Of course, the boys were
not willing to cooperate. They didn’t
fight back, but they didn’t leave willingly, either.
Once outside the church, there happened what I would call unnecessary
violence, which was done by the police.
They have to take responsibility for
that.

There is a certain irony in seeing people
who have long defended and cited
the national church in their arguments
against immigration now leaving the
church for helping foreigners.

Kristín: It is bizarre. I think they’re
not used to having a national church
that thinks differently.
Toshiki: There are some people who

Toshiki: I think maybe we pushed
some taboo button. I think for some
people, the national church was like
a tamed dog: always following them,
feeding us by hand, and maybe we bit
that hand.

Where do you see this going? Is
the church going to provide more
protection for asylum seekers in the
future? Do you think things need to be
escalated a little bit?

Kristín: I think this was an escalation.
Obviously, we did not manage to stop
the deportation with these means,
so I’m not seeing us doing this exact
same thing again. But I hope that this
has stirred the waters enough to make
people realise that something can be
done, and something should be done.
Toshiki: The police are not actually
the ones we’re fighting against. It’s the
whole process—from Immigration to
the Appeals Board to the Ministry.
The decision-makers. The police are
just executing their orders. We’re not
breaking the law.

Would you break the law to prevent
someone from being sent to certain
death in another country?

Kristín: I think so, yes, because my
faith inspires me to do so. To love life,
and to love your neighbour above all.
Toshiki: I think so, too. Within that
context, yes.
Kristín: One of the essential components of Lutheran Christianity is that
we don’t have to agree on all things.
We can and we do disagree. We can
vary in our approaches.
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Amazing
7 course menu

Address
Austurberg 3
Opening hours
Monday-Thursday: 6:30-22:00
Friday: 6:30-20:00
Saturday-Sunday: 9:00-18:00

A unique
Icelandic
Feast

Crowds of tourists
Not at all.

“Torched“ Arctic charr
Cucumber, truffle ponzu vinaigrette
and yuzu mayo
Icelandic roll – 4 pcs
Gravlax roll with Brennivín (Icelandic
traditional Snaps) and dill. Avokado, mango,
cucumber, dill mayo, rye bread crumble
Reindeer
Reindeer slider with blue cheese,
portobello, steamed bun
Rack of icelandic lamb
Onion purée, slow cooked leeks,
chimichurri, baked carrot
And to end on a high note ...
Icelandic Skyr
Skyr infused with birch,
berries, white chocolate
crumble, and sorrel granite

7.990 kr.
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Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
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“Based on our experience,
we don’t see how this will
change anything regarding
how Icelanders are inclined.
Our experience is that
when you make rules,
no one follows them.”

Minke whale
Date purée, wakame, teriaky
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QUOTE OF THE ISSUE

Puffin
Smoked puffin with blueberries,
croutons, goats cheese, beetroot

sst
ræ

SHARE: gpv.is/pool10

Starts with a shot of the Icelandic
national spirit “Brennivín“

olt

earth Icelanders.
It is also a great place to experience the changing face of the
Icelandic nation, since the surrounding neighbourhood’s large
immigrant population means you
are just as likely to hear snippets of
conversations in Polish as Icelandic.

gh

Breiðholtslaug’s steam bath is
also very good: large and spacious,
with a glass wall facing the pool
area. The pool itself is an old-school
Icelandic swimming pool: a nofrills place to bathe, swim and relax in the hot tubs. Since the pool is
located in a residential suburb, far
from any tourist attractions, you
will only meet locals, making this
a great place to observe salt-of-the-

Þin

Apart from Vesturbæjarlaug, this is
the only swimming pool in Reykjavík proper that sports a sauna. In
line with Vesturbæjarlaug, the sauna is gender-segregated—however,
Breiðholtslaug’s sauna is actually
very good. It runs hot, you can control the humidity and it comfortably seats at least ten people. Sure,
the resting area could be nicer, but
the sauna itself gets two thumbs up.

Læ

Words MAGNÚS SVEINN HELGASON
Photo ANNA DOMNICK

ti

What's special
Breiðholtslaug has the best sauna
out of any pool in Reykjavík.
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Breiðholtslaug
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Average Icelanders?
Yes!

Sk

POOL OF THE ISSUE
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City bus drivers’ representative Jónas Jakobsson, on why
establishing rules for letting pets on the bus won’t make any difference.

Sushi Samba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is

– Visit our stores: Skólavörðustígur & Kringlan, Reykjavík. Hafnarstræti, Akureyri. Geysir, Haukadalur. geysir.com –
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ÍSAFOLD
RESTAURANT

Offering fresh Icelandic cuisine in a
stylish and casual atmosphere in the heart
of down town Reykjavík.

Fresh local food and cozy ambiance in the city center
Kitchen open from 11:30 - 22:00

i s a f o l d re s t a u ra n t . i s

Þingholtsstræti 5 - tel: 595 8535

Þingholtsstræti 5 - Tel: 595 8535 - www.isafoldrestaurant.is

Staying
Alive in
Iceland

TRAVEL ADVICE

Words
PAUL FONTAINE
Photo
ART BICNICK

The absolute basics you must know
The Grapevine regrets to report
that a French traveler to Iceland
who went missing on the evening
of July 13 was found dead early the
next morning. The incident began
when two French travelers were
walking back from Landmannalaugar near Torfajökull glacier.
One of them slipped and slid down
an icy embankment into a river,
and when the current carried the
hapless traveler under the ice, his
friend went for help.
What followed was one of the
biggest rescue operations that
Landsbjörg has ever carried out,
with the search party numbering
some 300 people at its peak. The
body of the missing hiker was recovered early this morning, and
extracted at considerable risk to
rescue workers. The name of the
deceased has not been released at
the time of this writing, although
officials say the victim’s family
has been informed.
While this incident is the kind
of freak accident that could happen to anyone, a great number of
tourist-related deaths are completely preventable with simple
preparation. To that end, here are
some safety tips you should bear
in mind when venturing out into
the Icelandic countryside:

many people who have died traveling in the countryside were taken
by exposure. Never underestimate
Icelandic weather—check the
forecast before you head out, but
have clothes for anything.

1. Have clothes for anything.
The climate in Iceland is very dynamic. What begins as a warm,
dry, sunny day can become a cold,
rainy, windy day with little to no
warning. Being caught out in the
elements without proper clothing
can be potentially fatal—a great

4. If you can, bring a GPS. These
days you don’t need to be a master
cartographer with a compass and
sextant to know where you are in
the wilderness. It can be very easy
to get lost in the countryside, especially in the highlands, leading you to waste precious time

2. Tell someone where you’re
going and when you expect to be
back. One of the more complicated aspects of rescue work is finding the missing person in the first
place. This can often prove difficult, especially if rescue workers
have little idea where they need to
look. Further, people can be reluctant to report someone missing if
they don’t know when you’re due
back. Don’t leave yourself twisting
in the wind, waiting for someone to
wonder where you are. Leave a destination and return time estimate
with someone, such as a guesthouse
worker or camp ranger.
3. Avoid traveling alone into
treacherous areas. You might be
a pro climber who’s leapt over glacier crevasses the world over, but
that still doesn’t mean it’s advisable to march into danger alone. A
traveling companion for Iceland’s
more challenging terrain can help
get you out of a tight spot, or can
run for help in the event it’s needed.

just trying to figure out where
you are. Most smartphones come
with some kind of GPS capability
installed, and you can also download the “112 Iceland” app from the
Google Play store, which alerts authorities with your position in the
event of an emergency.
5. Choose the right vehicle for
the terrain. Not every single road
in Iceland is easily distinguishable, let alone paved, and driving
conditions in the highlands can
quickly shift from fine to impassable. That Yaris you rented
isn’t going to do you much good if
you end up washed out in a river,
bogged down in the mud, or otherwise hopelessly stuck. Talk to
your rental agent about where you
intend to travel, and trust their
advice on the right vehicle for the
terrain.
6. When in doubt, turn back.
You’ve finally made it up into the
highlands on a bright, beautiful
morning, fulfilling a long-held
dream of yours to bear witness
to the natural beauty of this region—only to notice looming
storm clouds on the horizon that
may or may not be headed your
way. Don’t take unnecessary risks.
If conditions begin to worsen,
swallow your pride and turn back.
As heartbreaking as it may be to
turn back at this point, having to
defer your dream awhile is certainly better than having this trip
be your last.

NORDIC.HERITAGE.FASHION

OUR FLAGSHIP STORE: FARMERS & FRIENDS - HÓLMASLÓÐ 2 - OLD HARBOUR / FISHPACKING DISTRICT
FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF RETAILERS IN ICELAND PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.FARMERSMARKET.IS
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Reykjavík
Museum
Round-Up
Words VALUR GUNNARSSON Photos GRAPEVINE ARCHIVES
Alongside the heavy hitters such as the
Reykjavík Art Museum, the National
Gallery and the National Museum,
Reykjavík has a host of other museums
one can easily spend a week exploring.
And for a whole week, your humble reporter did just that.
Sunday at the Nordic House: For decades, a Sunday stroll in RVK has often
led to the Nordic House for coffee and
a browse through the Scandinavian
papers on offer. But there are other
attractions here, apart from the stunning house itself. The foyer includes
an exhibition area dedicated to Nordic
and Baltic artists. The current display
is by legendary men’s fashion guru
Sævar Karl, leaving his clothes behind
and trying his hand at expressionism.
A larger gallery is to be found downstairs and it is here one can find haute
couture by twelve Icelandic, Greenlandic and Faroese designers as seen
through the lens of American Sarah
Cooper and Austrian Nina Gorfer.
Even if fashion is not your thing, it is
still a fascinating study of landscape
as clothing. As a bonus, Sundays now
feature concerts in the greenhouse
outside at 3pm. And a walk through
the surrounding marshland bird preserve isn’t so bad either, although the
area is closed off during egg laying
season.
Monday at the Settlement Exhibit:
Mondays are not traditionally museum days, but the Settlement Exhibition is open every day until eight in the
evening. It is also right in the centre
of town, making a drop-in as easy as
it rewarding. Inside, one can find the
remains of the first farm in Reykjavík, which may have been inhabited
by descendants of first settler Ingólfur
Arnarson. Here one can also see how
Reykjavík looked before the arrival
of people some 1200 years ago, and a
watch a run-through of Viking raids
on one of the display screens. Perhaps
most interesting is a virtual display of
Iceland’s cultural heritage, a combination of Celtic and Nordic influences,
as well as some places even further
afield. No trip to Iceland is complete
without seeing some Viking stuff, and
this, along with the National Museum,
is your best bet in Reykjavík.
Tuesday at the Einar Jónsson Museum: When it opened in 1923, it was
a solitary structure upon the hill, a
lone castle now dwarfed by the Hallgrímskirkja church. The years have
in many ways not been kind to Einar,
who was the premier Icelandic artist
of his day and the subject of Reykjavík’s first art museum. His classical
style, using themes from the Bible and
the Old Gods as well as masonic mythology, were seen as outdated by mid20th century modernists, but can still
impress with their gigantism and epic
world view. Particularly impressive is
a mountain-sized troll being turned to
stone by the sun, more cinematic than
most cinema portrayals of similar
subjects. The sculpture park outside is
nice too.
Wednesday in Keflavík: This may be

going beyond the purview of our title,
but Keflavík is well worth a day trip,
and not just to head straight to the airport. It is possible to go there by bus,
but if there are more than two people
in your party, it might be cheaper to
rent a car. One of the main museums
here is Viking World, home of the replica Viking ship Íslendingur, which actually did sail to North America. There
is an exhibit devoted to the Norse discovery of America, and also a puppet
representation of Norse Mythology.
Turning from Old Gods to New, one
could do worse than visit the Rock Museum. Perhaps because of its proximity
to the American Military base, Keflavík was the birthplace of Icelandic rock
and roll. But the museum also takes in
Björk, Sigur rós and OMAM, and one
could easily spend a day watching docs
in the screening room.
Thursday at Gallery Fold: The Icelandic Sotheby’s, if you like, Fold has
an arts auction every month during
winter. But the gallery is open all year
round and almost everything here is
for sale at a set (if rather upmarket)
price. It is well worth a look to see
some of what is going on in Icelandic
art these days, even if you don’t take
anything home. Of particular interest
is Icelandic-English artist Haraldur
Michael Bilson, who has a very distinct, carnivalesque style. Even Clint
Eastwood owns one of his works.

Gallerí Fold

Einar Jónsson
Museum

Friday at Árbæjarsafn: The open air
museum is a good trek from downtown Reykjavík, but getting there can
be half the fun. You can take a bus, but
even better is to rent a bicycle and cycle
through the Elliðaárdalur valley. Here,
you can listen to the sound of the river
gushing down the rocks, a little piece
of country bliss in the middle of the
big city—our own Central Park, if you
like. The museum itself is the raisin at
the end of the sausage, a collection of
authentic historical Icelandic architecture, from none-more-black 18th
Century Danish merchant’s houses to
old-style farms with their turf roofs,
and even wartime barracks.
Saturday at the Photography Museum: Small but easily accessible in
the centre of Reykjavík—and, better
still, free of charge—the Photography
Museum is located at the top of the
City Library. While they do have an
elevator, the stairs are recommended,
as they allow you to take in pictures
from over 100 years of Reykjavík history. When you have ascended you
are treated to the current exhibition,
a collection of photos by Þorvaldur
Örn Kristmundsson on the vanishing
farming culture of the Westfjörds. If
Iceland might seem to some like the
end of the world, then this is its farthest point. Also worth a look is a collage by Charlotta María Hauksdóttir of
scenes outside her bedroom window at
all times of year, accompanied by captions from the newspapers that day.
Yes, Iceland might be desolate in parts,
but the contrast with what goes on in
many parts of the world makes you appreciate the peacefulness even more.

Árbæjarsafn

Nordic House
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Settlement
Exhibition

Rock Museum
Keflavík

A RARE, ONCE-INA-LIFETIME
OPPORTUNITY
Around, on and deep within the
awesome Langjökull ice gap glacier.
Into the Glacier offers various tours to the World's largest
ice tunnel. The ice tunnel and caves are located high on
Iceland’s second largest glacier, Langjökull.
Daily departures from Klaki base camp,
Húsafell center and Reykjavík.

You can choose from various
tours and book online at
www.intotheglacier.is
Tel: +354 578-2550

Photography Museum
Grófarhús

Stranded
In Flateyri
Ólafur Arnalds
and the making
of Island Songs
Words & photos Hrefna Björg Gylfadóttir

Share this article:
GPV.IS/FEAT10

I arrive at Reykjavík’s small domestic
airport early on Midsummer’s Day,
for a morning flight to Ísafjörður. I’ve
been lucky enough to be invited to
join the composer and musician Ólafur Arnalds, and his crew, on a trip
to the Westfjörds. Our destination is
Holtskirkja, a remote church located
on the beautiful fjord of Önundarfjörður, where the group will record
the second part of Ólafur’s intriguing
new project.
At the airport, Ólafur mingles with
film director Baldvin Z and their crew.
There are far more people involved
in the project than I’d have imagined. Along with Ólafur and Baldvin,
there are three string musicians, Ása
Guðjónsdóttir, Ásta Kristín Pjetursdóttir and Sólveig Vaka Eyþórsdóttir; a
three-person camera crew; two sound
men; and the person tasked with keeping everything under control: Ólafur’s
personal assistant, Sólveig Ásta Sigurðardóttir.
There’s tangible excitement in the
air as we take off for Ísafjörður. The
weather is beautiful, and as we soar
over Reykjavík, the crew exchanges
stories from many of their previous
projects together.

Seven is the magic
number

Ólafur Arnalds has been well-known
in Iceland’s music scene for many
years. His solo albums have garnered
much praise and attention, at home
and abroad, as have his collaborative
projects: ‘The Chopin Project’, which
he took on with Alice Sara Ott; his
electronic duo Kiasmos; and a recently
released improvised album with Nils
Frahm. He’s also reached many ears
with his film scores, including what’s
perhaps his biggest claim to fame: his
BAFTA-winning score for the ITV television series ‘Broadchurch’.
Amongst this prolific output, Ólafur released the album ‘Living Room
Songs’ in 2011. This album was the
result of a project in which he created
one new song a day for a whole week,
recording and filming each one in his
living room, and streaming them online the same day. Now, five years later,
Ólafur has launched ‘Island Songs’—a
more ambitious continuation of the
same idea. This time, Ólafur will travel to seven places in Iceland in seven

weeks, each time recording a new
composition with a different collaborator.
The first song in the series was “Árbakkinn,” recorded with poet Einar
Georg Einarsson in Einar’s hometown
of Hvammstangi. The second phase of
the project, on which we’re embarking, will involve Ólafur recording and
filming the song “1995” with his cousin Dagný Arnalds.

Arriving in the West

An hour later, the plane banks steeply,
swooping into the fjord to land on the
tiny airstrip at Ísafjörður. The blue
skies over Reykjavík are long gone—
it’s a cold and misty day in the Westfjörds. We pack into cars, and head out
into the murk, passing through the
long single-lane tunnel to the village
of Flateyri.
We get a warm welcome from Dagný
Arnalds and the priest of Holtskirkja,
Reverend Fjölnir. I’m told that Dagný
is a busy musician herself, conducting
three different choirs, as well as being
a church organist at Holtskirkja and a
piano teacher in Flateyri. “When you

live in such a small community,” she
says, “everybody contributes and does
what they can.”
It’s a happy meeting. Dagný and
Ólafur reminisce about their childhood, and talk about his last visit. She
updates him with stories of her children, and insists he must take home
some of the spinach her son gathered
for him.

“1995”

Holtskirkja is a beautiful little church,
set amongst the green grass and
vast mountains of Önundarfjörður’s
southern shore. Upon our arrival,
we’re delighted to discover that Dagný
and Reverend Fjölnir have already prepared food and coffee. As the crew sets
up for filming, the string players tune
their instruments, creating a warm
and homely atmosphere.
As Dagný and the string players
start rehearsing the song, which none
of them have heard before, Ólafur tells
me that he tries to connect the songs to
the location in which he records them.
Thus, the song “1995” refers to an avalanche that descended upon Flateyri

We look forward to seeing you
Please book in advance at bluelagoon.is

that year, in which 20 people lost their
lives. “‘1995’ is darker than the other
songs from the series,” he says, “which
is why I immediately connected it to
the avalanche and the impact it had on
the locals.”
All seven compositions of the compositions were written earlier this
year. “I see them as a series of individual songs, rather than a whole,” says
Ólafur. “But they’re connected by the
fact that they were all written with an
accompanist in mind.”

Casting a light

In selecting his collaborators, Ólafur
aims to emphasise the importance
of people who are sometimes forgotten in the Icelandic music scene. “The
purpose of this project is dual,” he explains. “I’m able to meet and work with
people who have had an effect on me
and my music, and to cast a light on
them, too.”
“Some of the most important aspects of the Icelandic music scene are
almost never mentioned, such as our
traditional choir, rhyme and poetry culture,” he continues, citing Dagný as an
example. “She’s an accomplished professional musician whose work is extremely important for the local music scene.
And people need to know that.”
As the crew finishes setting up,
Ólafur and Dagný step into a nearby
boarding school building to conduct
another interview. This quickly turns
into a free-flowing chat between the
cousins, who speak fondly of their introduction to classical music courtesy
of their grandfather, who’d listen to
Chopin in his armchair, smoking a cigar.
Dagný speaks about her multi-faceted life as a mother, teacher, choir
conductor and performer in Flateyri. She describes how music plays
a part in the local culture, and says
the calm atmosphere makes Flateyri
the ideal place to bring up children. “I
was raised in the city,” she says, “but
my attachment to Flateyri has grown
stronger each year. I don’t think we’ll
be leaving just yet.”

Magical sounds and
pizza

As the group gathers once more to
rehearse, Reverend Fjölnir prepares
pizza for everyone. The players are
in high spirits, but as they take their
positions, a hush falls. I listen as they
begin to play, picturing the avalanche
in my mind. “1995” is a dark piece, but
the viola’s sound, and Dagný’s organ
melody, also create a hopeful feeling.
The crew and the players continue to
run through the piece, sinking into a
deep reverie. Later, the violinist Ása
will tell me: “Performing Ólafur’s music is unlike anything else. It puts you
into a sort of trance.”
After the fifth run-through,
Baldvin says: “So! There’s pizza. Should
we eat?” Dagný’s children Einar and
María, who are seen in the beginning
and end of the video, arrive just in
time. They’re happy to see Ólafur, and
excited to be a part of the project.

Musician and producer

As we eat, Ólafur tells me about overseeing the many different aspects of
the project, from carrying out interviews with his collaborators, through
to the rehearsals, livestreaming and
filming. There are many people on
set, and numerous things to consider,
but he handles it all with a sincere and
calm approach. “What I like about being an artist is the whole process of

creating an overall image,” he says.
“That’s why I love working on these
kinds of projects. I might even call
myself more of a producer than a musician. I love curating art, and pulling
the best out of people.”
A serial collaborator, Ólafur wrote
the scores for Baldvin Z’s two feature
films, ‘Órói’ and ‘Vonarstræti’. Baldvin
explains that their collaboration began when he used Ólafur’s music while
editing ‘Órói’, and fell in love with it.
‘Island Songs’ is their third project together, and the first in which roles are
reversed—this time, Baldvin is creating movies for Ólafur’s music, instead
of the other way around. Next year,
the dynamic will revert to type when
they begin work on soundtracking
Baldvin’s next film.
After the pizza, the crew gets into
position for the recording. The mist
has deepened, and the drizzle has become a downpour. The hiss of the rain
on the church’s roof complements the
performance perfectly. Baldvin directs Einar and María as they run and
play together in the rain—a task that
comes naturally to the young brother
and sister.
After many takes, Ólafur, the crew,
and the musicians are all pleased.
They gather around Baldvin to see the
video, and María and Einar are praised
for their star performance. “I wouldn’t
have imagined how fun this day would
be,” smiles Ólafur. Dagný excitedly
agrees, adding: “We should do more of
these projects together!”

Living room movie
premieres

As we return to Flateyri, Ólafur is
tired but happy after the long day of
filming. Throughout the day, he was
livestreaming the process, and updating his fans online. “I use social media
a lot,” he says. “I enjoy it. An artwork
isn’t complete until it reaches the ears
of the listener. That’s why it makes so
much sense to involve the listener in
the process and livestream an ongoing
project like this. It’s simply a part of
the artwork.”
Ólafur has a very engaged fan base,
and stays in regular contact with
them. Twenty thousand people have
been watching the livestreams. He
says that even though artists might
say that they don’t listen to comments
about their work, they’re still affected
by it, which he thinks is good. “When
people say they like my work, the creative process is directed towards that,”
he says. “That’s why the audience has a
lot to say about my work.”
He tells me how the series will be
compiled into a full-length film and
released later this year. The premiere
is very unusual—rather than a red
carpet event, Ólafur has decided to
offer his fans the chance to host their
own premieres in their homes, or anywhere they like. They just have to apply
at a website, which will be announced
later. Universal will then distribute a
link to the people who wish to show
the film. This way, the movie will be
premiered at the same time all around
the world, and probably on a scale as
intimate and personal as the recording process.

Trapped in the West

Back in Flateyri, the rain is heavier
than ever, and has turned into quite
a storm. We shelter in Vagninn, a restaurant and karaoke bar. “I’ve sure
partied here,” Ólafur says as we walk
in, shaking the rain from our coats.
The whole group are overjoyed when
the staff bring out glorious fish courses of all kinds, even though everybody
is still quite full after the pizza party.
Fjölnir entertains us with stories from

“Sometimes I feel the longing to start a family,
but then I get another idea, or start another
project—and that becomes my family.”
his eventful life, including the time he
took part in a Japanese documentary.
After dinner, we receive some news:
our return flight has been cancelled. It
doesn’t come as a big surprise to anyone—this is quite typical in the Westfjörds. We order beers, and contemplate
whether or not we should try the karaoke, amongst rumours of Ólafur being
quite the closet hip-hop star. But the
group is exhausted after the long day.
We finish our beers and head for bed.

A new chapter in life

The next morning, the weather is better. Dagný takes us to the airport, and
we bid her farewell and thank her for
her wonderful hospitality. Ólafur and
Dagný hug each other goodbye, and
she remembers to give him the box of
her son’s homegrown spinach, much
to Ólafur’s delight.
As we fly back to Reykjavík, Ólafur
tells me that his favourite thing about
being a musician is to know that he
can have an affect on people. “Receiving a letter from someone who I’ve had
some kind of impact on—or even putting a smile on someone’s face—is the
best,” he smiles. “I don’t care how big
or small of an impact it is—I just love
the fact that I can create a connection
between me and someone else, without even meeting them.”
Ólafur is, to put it mildly, a worka-

holic. In fact, he hasn’t had a day off
since the summer of 2015. I ask if he
even has time to sleep, and he tells me
that his motto in life is to work as much
as he can, sleep as little as he can, and
drink a lot of coffee. Baldvin laughs, and
agrees with this method, saying they
practice the same lifestyle—except he
also has three children.
But Ólafur does find some time for
himself. If he isn’t working, he can be
found at the pool, where he goes for a
daily swim. In 2017, he’s planning a vacation. He wants to take two months
off, and travel alone, without any electronics, to study different cultures,
meet new people, listen to music, and
become inspired. “I want to experience new things to bring with me into
a new chapter of my life,” he says. He
tells me starting a family isn’t next
on his agenda quite yet. “Sometimes I
feel the longing to start a family,” he
explains, “but then I get another idea,
or start another project—and that becomes my family.”
“I’ve always said that I’ll continue
making music as long as I enjoy it,”
he finishes. “Perhaps I’ll get bored of
it, and that’s okay. I don’t see that happening just yet, though. And right
now, it’s the only thing I want to do.”
Three songs have now been released from
‘Island Songs’ so stay tuned for the next
four, to be released every Monday. Follow
Island Songs at www.islandsongs.is.

“Receiving a letter from someone
who I’ve had some kind of impact
on is the best. I just love that I
can create a connection with someone without even meeting them.”
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Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

TRACK OF THE ISSUE

Júníus Meyvant
– “Floating Harmonies”
Listen at gpv.is/t10
Júníus Meyvant’s much-anticipated album ‘Floating Harmonies’ has finally
been released. The record features five
previously released tracks as well as
seven new songs. The title track, “Floating Harmonies” is a beautiful dreamy
slow song. While listening to it, you can
imagine yourself floating in Iceland’s
night skies—it’s an indicator of the

wonders Júníus Meyvant has in store for
us. Júníus has already picked up the impressive Best Newcomer accolade at the
Icelandic Music Awards, and we predict
he’ll proceed to collect more awards in
the future. With his songwriting skills,
the sky's the limit.

ATP Leftovers &
Hazy Shades Of
Ambient Clouds

MUSIC

Icelandic techno legend
EXOS has released
NEWS new material on Thule
Records, after twelve
years of waiting by fans. The EP,
‘Downgarden’, features four new
tracks, and mixes dub influences into
the DJ’s well-honed techno sound.

Neoclassical composer ÓLAFUR
ARNALDS is in the middle of a
seven-week project called ‘Island
Songs’, in which the internationally
renowned musician is travelling
around Iceland and recording a new
song in a new location each week.
So far, Ólafur has recorded songs in
Hvammstangi, Önundarfjörður and
Selvogur.
The second installment of this
season’s GRAPEVINE GRASSROOTS concert series is set to go
down at Húrra on July 24, and will
feature another diverse selection of
the most exciting up-and-coming
Reykjavík bands. The first installment
of the concert series since its revival
was held in front of a packed crowd
in June.

STRAUMUR

Words
DAVÍÐ ROACH
& ÓLI DÓRI
Photo
ART BICNICK
Straumur,
Iceland's premier
indie music radio
show, airs on X977,
Mon. at 23:00.
Daily music news
in Icelandic at
straum.is

Sadly, what would have been Iceland’s
fourth annual All Tomorrow’s Parties
festival, set to take place in the first week
of July, was cancelled, apparently because
of disorganisation and general fuck-ups
by festival creator and manager Barry
Hogan. It was not terribly surprising, as
ATP-affiliated festivals have been cancelled quite frequently for the past few
years, sometimes with only a day’s notice. But at least a couple of ATP bands
came to Iceland anyway and had concerts
at Húrra over the weekend.
The Syrian casio wedding virtuoso
Omar Souleyman rocked the packed
Húrra on Friday night with barrels of
charisma and a whole lot of hand clapping. But the Californian psychedelic

garage rockers in The Oh Sees smashed
the place the night after. Backed by two
drum kits and as many world-class
drummers, frontman John Dwyer is the
coolest guitar-playing surfer dude you
can ask for. He holds his guitar high up
on his chest like he’s holding a rifle, and
regularly shoots out machine gun rounds
of relentless feedback, pedal workout pyrotechnics and off-kilter solos. He also
had the dirty but charming habit of spitting on the floor a lot. The mostly foreign
crowd who had already booked a flight to
Iceland because of the now-cancelled festival ate it up and so did we, standing a
mere metre from the band on the really
low and intimate stage at Húrra.
On the domestic music front, the most

overlooked release of the past weeks is
from Icelandic electronic musician Hexagon Eye, who just put out his first EP on
the delightful progressive label Möller
Records. The record is called ‘Virtual’ and
consists of six dreamy repetitive ambient soundscapes, reminiscent of artists
like The Field, Oneohtrix Point Never and
Boards of Canada. It contains beautiful
slow-burning melodies, hazy synthesizer
sounds and hiccoughing beats that conjure up visions of vast oceans and pink/
purple clouds. Listen to and/or buy at the
appropriate Bandcamp site, you won’t be
disappointed.
SHARE & LISTEN: gpv.is/str1

Icelandic artists were on
display at the Roskilde music
festival in Denmark this month.
Reykjavíkurdætur, MILKYWHALE
and JÚNÍUS MEYVANT played
alongside names such as GRIMES,
TAME IMPALA and JAMES BLAKE.

Take your photos using
a steam powered phone
In Iceland, all electricity is generated from renewable sources;
falling water, the heat of the earth and the force of the wind.
Welcome to the land of renewable energy.
landsvirkjun.com/visitus
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MUSIC
NEWS

LEXIPICASSO has released a
sneak peek into some of his latest
sounds and experimentations on
SoundCloud. The rapper and selfdescribed “trap viking” has promised
fans an upcoming LP and EP.

DJ OF THE ISSUE

Young
Nazareth
Words HREFNA BJÖRG GYLFADÓTTIR
Photo ART BICNICK

Arnar Ingi Ingason, better known as
Young Nazareth, is one of Prikið’s resident DJs and a member of Sturla Atlas. Despite his young age, Nazareth is
known for attracting the city’s most
turnt hip-hop devotees and keeping
them jumping till dawn. Don’t miss
him working his magic July 30 at Prikið.

When did you start DJ'ing?

I started out in 2009 playing house music. I did my first gigs at my school and
then started playing house at places
like Nasa and Besta Útihátíðin. Happily,
that was just a phase and I switched
to playing hip-hop in ca. 2012. Today I
perform at bars in Reykjavík, mainly
Prikið. I also play quite regularly here
and there with my gang, Sturla Atlas
and the 101 Boys. Shouts out!

What styles do you play?

I try to stay in the loop and play the

freshest hip-hop and RnB available.

What's your favourite Reykjavík venue
to play?

Prikið, all day long. Nothing beats overlooking a crowded, turnt up dance floor
at 4am at Prikið. I started playing there
last August and have done a back-toback set on a monthly basis with my
dear friend, Egill Spegill. Shouts out to
that beautiful soul.

What kind of gear do you use when
playing?

I use the software Traktor from Native
Instruments. Hardware-wise I usually
use a Traktor Kontrol S2 controler but
when I’m doing smaller gigs I tend to
use a bundle of Traktor Kontrol X1 mk2
and a Traktor Kontrol Z1.

If you were an audio effect, which one
would you be?

Frakkastígur 16

Reykjavík

ORGANIC
BAKERY

I’d be a flanger—I have my ups and
downs.

What kind of crowd is the best crowd in
your opinion?

People who aren’t self-conscious and
show up just to have a good time and
dance. When I think about it though, I
also like the people who sit in the window sill of Prikið, who just came to
drink beer, listen to the music and recognize every single track I play.

What are your five essential tracks of
the moment?

“Crime Riddim” by Skepta, “Sweetheart
Flow” by Sturla Atlas, “Ten (feat. Yung
Lean) by Adamn Killa, “Why You Always
Hatin’ (feat. Drake and Kamaiyah)” by
YG and “Pick Up The Phone (feat. Quavo)” by Travis Scott X Young Thug.

SHARE AND LISTEN:
gpv.is/DJ10

Rapper EMMSJÉ GAUTI celebrated
the release of his third album with
a show at NASA on July 14. The
album, called ‘Vagg&Velta’, follows
the release of his singles ‘Strákarnir’
and ‘Djammæli.’ Gauti used the
crowdfunding site Karolina Fund to
raise money for a vinyl pressing of the
album.
And in yet more rap news, rising star
ARON CAN has treated fans to a
new single. “Með Mér” was released
on June 27, and features the young
hip-hopper’s well-honed blend of
dreamlike beats and smooth rhymes.

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com
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“Spaceship
Mitschdóttir”

Standing Gloriously In The Westfjörds
Words GEIDI RAUD Photos MICHAEL THOMAS
German environmental concept
artist Michael Thomas spent ten
beautiful days in the Westfjörds
building installations with flotsam.
The three huge sculptures—the
largest almost eight metres long—
are now standing proudly on West
Iceland soil. They are "Earth Valve,”
“Ironbird's Nest,” and “Spaceship
Mitschdóttir”—this last, the biggest, which the artist named after
himself.
The aim of these installations is
to release the pressure humans create on our planet, Michael claims:
“The idea of building installations
to Iceland was born three weeks
ago in Germany. My wife Angela
and her friend spent holidays in
Iceland and found places in the
Westfjörds with lots of driftwood
and flotsam. She called me, sent
me photos and prompted me to
book a flight. So I arrived with an
idea and a bicycle. All expectations
were exceeded. It was like coming
to the place with nothing and leaving the place with nothing, except
some temporary manipulations
and a photo documentation thereof.” Michael now must travel back
home and abandon the sculptures
to their fate.
Michael adds that he really
worked terrifically hard on these
sculptures, and feels a bit sad to
just leave his three babies here.
“I woke up early in the mornings
and cycled to the place near Kaldrananes where I was building

them. Sometimes it was raining
and my muscles were tired of hard
work, but I proceeded till the late
night,” he says. “But,” he adds, “I took
pictures of them and the process and
the meaning of that all is the thing
that really matters.“

All around the world
Despite the fact that Icelandic waters are among the cleanest in the
world and the country is famous
for its unspoiled natural beauty,
Michael still found materials, both
driftwood and plastic, to use in his
installations. “Although my movement radius has been limited here
in Iceland, I can say that the Icelandic environment looks very pretty
and healthy,” he explains. “Except
some coast regions where plastic waste in all sizes was washed
ashore.”
But flotsam isn’t the only material he works with: “I use lots of
materials usually given to me by
fortune. For example, my valve
with the most parts consists of ten
thousand sustainable Danish ice
cream sticks, and the heaviest and
largest one is made of iron railway
sleepers.” Michael adds that Iceland isn’t the only place where he
has unleashed his artistic mind.
He started off in Germany and
then began to conquer the world. “I
have built installations in the USA,
Kenya, Dubai, Austria and France.

Three continents, Australia, South
America and Antarctica, are so far
without pressure compensation.
All invitations of these regions are
welcome.”

It all began with a
sandcastle
Though Michael loves to work with
materials that nature provides,
and to travel the world while building installations and raising people’s environmental awareness, he
can’t quit his day job. “Installations
are only one part of my conceptual work and painting another,”
he admits. “Recently a German art
critic called me an ‘aesthetic moralist.’ Well, I'm part of the system
because I’m making money with
commercial paintings, and scrutinize it simultaneously with installations like ‘Earth Valve,’ ‘Spaceship
Mitschdóttir’ and ‘Ironbird's Nest’.”
But how did it all begin? Michael
says he built his first installation
from flotsam back in 1974, when
he was a little boy. “I was on holidays with my parents in Romania
and I decorated my sandcastle with
driftwood,” Michael recalls. In Iceland, Michael hasn’t had a chance
to go to beach, but he says that he
still enjoys summer in this cold
country: “It surprises me that here
in Iceland summer days are neverending and the people look into
your eyes when they talk to you.”

We’re expecting a busy summer but you
can check-in 2 1/2 hours before departure
and have plenty of time for refreshments
and shopping in KEF.
We offer unlimited free Wi-Fi, many
charging stations and a range of nice
restaurants and stores. Icelandic design
and quality brands tax and duty free
at the Airport.
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The Festival That
Never Sleeps:
LungA 2016
A summer camp for grown-ups

Words & Photos
HREFNA BJÖRG
GYLFADÓTTIR
Share this article
GPV.IS/LUNG10

Welcome to the seventeenth LungA art
festival, located in the beautiful Seyðisfjörður. LungA aims to bring together people from all around the world
for a week of creating, partying and
spending time together in the beautiful natural surroundings of the fjord.
One participant, Vigdís Perla, fittingly
describes it as “a summer camp for
grown-ups.”
Seyðisfjörður is about nine hours
away from Reykjavík by car, and surrounded by high mountains. This creates a small and defined environment
in which the festivalgoers spend their
time. It has also been said that the

mountains contain a crystal with a certain kind of power, which keeps bringing people back. Having spent only three
days in this place, I believe this could be
true. The town is colourful, lively, calm
and beautiful. It also contains the best
sushi place in Iceland, Norð Austur.

Everything
LungA is a weeklong festival with workshops, concerts, lectures, parties and
other happenings. The festival ends
with a final exhibition of the participants’ work throughout the week and

a concert, which this year features
Human Woman, GKR, and more. This
year’s festival began with an opening
ceremony on Sunday night, designed
by a youth exchange programme held
prior to the festival. Four different
schools researched how we could create
a socially sustainable society. Over the
course of the week, seven workshops
will cover everything from dance and
painting to karaoke, and more. They
serve to provide a creative outlet for
the festival’s diverse and talented participants; the workshops are extremely
popular and were sold out quickly.

Best friends
It is interesting to witness the festival
progress, especially as people get to
know each other quickly here. From
the first day, beautiful friendships have
been in the making. It might be the
fresh air, the AMO crépes being served
daily or the partying, but it seems that
at LungA, everyone are best friends.
It might also have to do with the collaborative nature of LungA: when participants work alongside one another, a
friendship happens naturally, perhaps
more so than at a music festival where
one is not forced to interact with oth-

Learn Icelandic this summer
Morning and evening classes in July and August
Level 1-3 and online course level 4
Location: Öldugata 23, 101 Reykjavík
Registration:
Höfðabakki 9, 110 Reykjavík
Öldugata 23, 101 Reykjavík
Bus line no. 6 from city centre and
bus line no. 12 from Breiðholt
Höfðabakki 9

Entrance to
Mímir-símenntun

www.mimir.is
or at the office at
Höfðabakki 9, 110 Reykjavík

Vesturlandsvegur

Höfðabakki 9 - 110 Reykjavík - www.mimir.is - Tel: 580 1800

ers. Despite a fully booked schedule and a busy week, festivalgoers make sure to spend the nights
partying, dancing by the ocean or
performing karaoke at Kaffi Lára.
The 24-hour sunlight makes it feel
as if the day is never over, in a very
good way.
Aside from participants, there
are also resident artists Cold Intimacy, Myrkraverk, Sýnódísk Trópík
and STOP CGFC 2016, whose work
is featured in an exhibition at the
Old Liquor Store as part of the festival. The podcast ‘’Pottcast,’’ hosted
by Jóhann Kristófer Stefánsson and
Pálmi Freyr Hauksson, covers the
festival with interviews and more
and volunteers play a big part in
keeping the festival up and running.
LungA consist of both a festival
and a school, which was established
in 2014. The school offers two programmes, in fall and spring. The
primary difference between the

semesters is in the amount of daylight and the weather conditions,
though workshops vary depending upon the guest teachers presents (artists including Saga Sigurðardóttir, Gavin Morrison and
Lotte Rose Kjær Skau will all be
there soon). LungA school shares
the festival’s values and ideals: “We
encourage a person’s uniqueness,”
they proclaim, “and support the
students on their path towards a
stronger sense of self, along with
developing an understanding of
the world we live in, and their ability to act in it. We do this through
the language and practice of art
and creativity.”
See you at LungA!
For more information on LungA art
festival or LungA school, visit www.
lunga.is
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TRACK BY TRACK

Snorri
Helgason ‘Vittu til’
Words HREFNA BJÖRG GYLFADÓTTIR
Photo ART BICNICK

Singer-songwriter Snorri Helgason is a veteran of the Icelandic
music scene. His fourth solo album
‘Vittu Til’ was recently released,
with one of its singles, “Einsemd,”
in heavy rotation on the national
radio station. Here are Snorri’s
thoughts on the album.

Vittu til
I wrote this song while lounging
around my hotel room during the
Aldrei Fór Ég Suður festival. One of
my favourite songwriters, Valgeir
Guðjónsson, was playing at the festival and I spent the afternoon listening to his stuff. I lay there thinking
that my only duty is to do nothing but
fun stuff because I can get away with
it and this is about that.

Sumarrós

GET YOUR DESIGNER BR ANDS
TA X F R E E AT K E F L AV I K A I R P O R T

I wrote this at a friend’s house in Denver,
while on tour in 2013. It was just after
my album ‘Autumn Skies’ came out. Ev-

The A ssembly
of t he
Hyper boreans

AN EVENT PROGRAM RUNS ALONGSIDE
THE EXHIBITION, WITH PERFORMANCES
AND A SCREENING.

Freyskatla, 1993, raddskúlptúr / voice sculpture, Magnús Pálsson

Curator Gavin Morrison
Co-curator Ráðhildur Ingadót tir

Það rúllar
I wrote this song in Galtarviti, a
lighthouse in the Westfjörds, where
there is no heat, electricity or phone
reception. It’s the most beautiful
place I have ever been to and I go
there to write and relax every summer. I wrote this song there, by the
campfire that night. It’s about a time
in my life where I lived in a commune
with my friends.

Sjakalinn
This is in a way the oddest and most
basic song of the album. I wrote the
lyrics first, which I never do. I’m not
even 100% sure what it is about, but I
like it. I wrote it while driving around
France looking at the hazy orange
fields, purple skies, endless plains of
sunflowers and started thinking about
jackals in the rain. When I came home
that night I tried singing it over a simple blues progression and it fit.

Tvö á lífi

Jun 4.– Sep 18. 2016
Ásta Fanney Sigurðardóttir (IS)
dj. f lugvél og geimskip (IS)
Helgi Örn Pétursson (IS)
Jesper Fabricius (DK)
Luke Fowler (UK)
Magnús Pálsson (IS)
Nora Joung (NO)
Ragnar Kjartansson (IS)
Styrmir Örn Guðmundsson (IS)
The Narrative Collection initiated by
Christoph Büchel (CH)

erybody had gone to sleep but I stayed
up playing the guitar by his pool.

OPEN DAILY FROM 12-18, WEDNESDAYS
FROM 12-20. GUIDED TOUR FOR GROUPS
CAN BE ARRANGED.
Skaft fell – Center for Visual Art, East Iceland
Austur vegur 42, Seyðisf jörður, w w w.skaft fell.is

I wrote this song sitting on the sofa
sipping on whiskey and strumming
these chords over and over again. My
friend Danni played a crazy guitar
part on it. We wanted to capture the
feel of playing a guitar solo to an empty stadium. We cranked the amp up
and got it in two takes. He does that.

SH draumur
I tried to make this work for ‘Autumn
Skies’ but I just couldn’t finish it. I finally found an arrangement and lyric
I liked. I asked Danni to do overdubs
and he came up with really interesting backing vocals. Hjörtur then did
a string arrangement and Gummi cut

it all up and put it back together. An
Icelandic punk band from the early
80s inspired the title.

Tungl, flóð og fjara
I had been playing this guitar figure
for years before I realized I could do
something with it. I was playing it to
my friends and they asked me whose
song it was again, like they’d heard it
before. It was one of those songs floating around waiting to be written.

Einhver (hefur tak’ á
mér náð)
This song started as a joke. It’s got
power chords in it, which is quite
uncharacteristic of my songwriting.
There was something about it that I
liked, though. When I played it with a
band something clicked and it’s a really fun song to play live.

Einsemd
I wrote this as a sort of slow neo-soul
Wurlitzer-based song about loneliness but that arrangement never took
off. It wasn’t until the band bashed
around with it that it started taking shape. It changed from a downer
to an upper but the lyrics stayed
the same, giving them a whole new
meaning. It’s about being content
with solitude.

Á meðan borgin sefur
This is basically a blues song. It’s
about trying to keep the balance
of letting people in while trying to
maintain your mental health. It’s
also about Reykjavík on sunny summer nights.
SHARE:
gpv.is/tbt10
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Happy Hour Guide

Places We Like

Best Of Reykjavík

Practical Info

July 15 - July 28

Two

Weeks

The Grapevine picks the events, places and things to check out in the next two weeks.

July 22

Hátari & CeaseTone

Great collection,
good prices

CONCERT

24

JULY

One of Reykjavík’s most exciting new venues will
be hosting two of the city’s most exciting bands!
CeaseTone is fresh off of releasing a new album, so
they’ll be sure to entertain at The Travelling Embassy
of Rockall, a pop-up exhibition and performance space
by Reykjavík’s old harbour.
The Travelling Embassy of Rockall, Mýrargata (B2) at 21:00.
Admission: Free!

Grapevine
Grassroots

July 20

Hot Eskimos
Icelandic jazz trio Hot Eskimos are up to some exciting
things as they put their own spin on classic rock and
pop songs. At Harpa they'll be joined by Swedish
trombone player and singer Nils Landgren for a night
of bopping tunes. Oh my!
Harpa, Austurbakki 2 (C4) at 20:00. Admission: 3,900 ISK

July 22 - February 27

'Century Of The Child'
The experience of being a child sure has changed over
the past century. From cultural changes to changes in
health and safety standards, design has played a major
role in the shifting landscape of childhood in Nordic
countries. The latest exhibition at Nordic House shines
a light on these evolutions with an interactive display
for all ages.
Nordic House, Sturlugata 5 (H2). Admission: 1,000 ISK

Celebrating The Up-And-Comers
Húrra, Naustin (D3) at 20:00 | Free!

The summer’s second Grapevine Grassroots
is here! The programme starts with an improvisation from young aspiring actors. Up
next is Krakk & Spaghettí, Reykjavík’s coolest rap kids; Blakkát, performing their feelgood music; and Milkhouse, mesmerising
us with their magical tunes. Electro mastermind Brilliantínus will keep the party
jumping and Fruit will end the night with a
DJ set. Jam out to the freshest new Icelandic
music!
HBG

16

JULY

EXHIBITION

‘The World Is
An Enigma’

The viking:info
Skólavörðustíg 3 · Reykjavík
Skólavörðustíg 25 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri

Akureyri

Reykjavík

e:info@theviking.is

www.theviking.is
TAX FREE

July 28 - August 15

'Nálgun'

SUPER JEEP

The show features works by artists Aðalheiður
Valgeirsdóttir, Anna Jóa, Hulda Hrönn Ágústsdóttir
and Ragnheiður Guðbjargar Hrafnkelsdóttir, and
range from drawings and oil paintings to photographs
and sculptures.
Íslensk Grafík, Tryggvagata 17 (D3). Admission: Free!

July 24

Nature and Folklore Walk
During the walk, a guide will talk about the nature
and wildlife of Viðey, as well as other more mystical
inhabitants of the island, such as elves and hidden
inhabitants of the sea. The ferry to Viðey sails from
Skarfabakka at 13:15 and the fee for a round trip is 1200
ISK. Note that the guide speaks in Icelandic and the
walk itself is free of charge.
Viðey Island at 13:30. Admission: Free!

DAY TOURS
FROM REYKJAVÍK
A Mystery Wrapped In An Artwork
Verksmiðjan at Hjalteyri | Free!

Pierre Coulibeuf, a French visual artist and
filmmaker, exhibits four magical video
installations focusing on the often opaque
relationship between an individual and the
world. The video pieces, made between 1995
and 2008, are inspired by various artistic
collaborators, in fields from choreography
and theatre to photography. Each tries to
take parts from reality and put them back
together in a new shape, to yield new insight. HBG
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Culture Center
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Legendary in every sense of the word, this
Reykjavík mainstray has become a popular haunt
for Etravelers, but still maintains a core crowd of
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Den Danske Kro
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Ingólfsstræti 3TA

A bar serves up Danish favouThis Danish-themed
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A promotes the Danish tradition
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of daytimeJdrinking.
If you’re wondering how
N

you shouldask for a large beer in Danish, you
should say: “Hej, jeg vil gerne ha’ en stor.”
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Kaffihús Vesturbæjar

GA M

Melhagi 20
BSÍ(off-map)
Situated across
the street from VesturbæjarCoach
laug swimming
pool and Ísbúð Vesturbæjar ice
Terminal

LA H
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G

cream store (not on the map), this new bistro
offers locals the chance to hobnob in a genuine
neighbourhood atmosphere.

Tourist Information

Public Transport

Opening Hours - Shops & Banks

Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11, tel: 562 7000
Tourist Info Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550
Iceland Excursions–Grayline, Hafnarst. 20, tel: 540 1300
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2, tel: 522 4979
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747

The only public transport available in Reykjavík
is the bus. Most buses run every 20–30 min
(the wait may be longer on weekends), price per fare
is 420 ISK adults, 210 ISK children. Multiday passes
are available at select locations and through their
app. Route map at: www.bus.is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses
run from 07–24:00 on weekdays and 10–24:00
on weekends. Main terminals are: Hlemmur and
Lækjartorg.

Shops: Mon–Fri 10:00–18:00, Sat 10:00–
16:00, Sun closed. Kringlan and Smáralind
malls and most supermarkets and tourist shops
have longer opening hours.

R R Distance Coach Terminal
Long
A
GA

BSÍ,TAVatnsmýrarvegur 10,

Iceland Refund,
Aðalstræti 2, tel: 564 6400

tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045
and Lágmúla 5, tel: 533 2300

Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

Domestic Airlines
Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,

tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Eagle Air, Hótel Loftleiðir, tel: 562 4200

EI N

According to regulations, bars can stay
open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on
Reykjavík
weekends.
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Post Offices
Post offices are located around the
city. The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri 09:00–18:00.
Stamps are also sold at bookstores, gas stations,
tourist shops and some grocery stores.

Domestic
Airport

D
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Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 09:0016:00
R

Tax-Free Refund
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Emergency number: 112
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Information: 1818
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000
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Stofan has what Icelanders call good “stemning,”
which means the atmosphere or vibe of a place.
It has two floors, charming antique furniture,
and seating that’s a good distance from the
noise of the espresso machine.LYNG
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FO into the growing
Kaffi Vinyl has wedged itself
vegetarian scene in 101, becoming not only the
best vegetarian place, but also the best vegan
place, with a completely vegan menu. Kaffi Vinyl
sticks to its guns when it comes to coffee, too—
try their oat milk latte and cappuccino.
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This welcomedNaddition
to Reykjavík’s pizza
ES H
AG winning over fans
palette has been steadily
I
since it opened for business, and with good reason. Gamla Smiðjan seems to handle every single
order with care, love and respect. As the dining
area is sparse, locals usually opt for take-out.

Bankastræti 7 - kraum.is
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sic Nordic ingredients, Dill offers a unique dining
experience.
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Welcome to our
new location in
Bankastræti 7!
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Although some claim Iservice
at Ban Thai can be
R
LL
lacking at times,Amost
V E have nocomplaints about
R
A
the foodE(indeed,
we dubbed it Reykjavík’s “best
I ST
M
Thai restaurant” in our annual BEST OF issue
last year). One of the few Thai restaurants in
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You’ve undoubtedly heard of the lengths to
which Iceland went to have the best fresh fish
in world. Fiskfélagið (also known as The Fish
Company) answers the most common question
DI
asked when
A N people arrive here: “Where can I get
GR
A
L
some
fresh Icelandic fish?”
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Hótel
Loftleiðir

ES

Eagle Air
Terminal
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AUSTURSTRAETI 8 • REYKJAVIK
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6

7

8

New In Town

9

Omnom Chocolate
Flagship Store

13

Hólmaslóð 4

D3

B5
Bankastræti 5

E4

Húrra
Naustin

D3

Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18

E5

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

E7

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28

E5

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1

E4

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

E5

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76

E6

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20

E4

Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b

E5

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22

E5

E5

Lavabarinn
Lækjargata 6

E4

E5

Loft Hostel
Bankastræti 7

E4

B2

Paloma
Naustin

D3

E4

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

E4

E5

Reykjavík Roasters
F5
Kárastígur 1

D3

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3

D3

Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18

D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10

E3

English Pub
Austurstræti 12

D3

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4

E5

D3

Tivoli bar
Hafnarstræti 4

D3

Boston
Laugavegur 28b
Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25

Dubliner
Naustin 1-3

R

R

12

Kiosk is a co-op owned by a few talented,
young ÚIcelandic
designers. Not only do you get
TH L
ÍÐ
to purchase work by local designers, you get
to meet them too as they take turns to work
in the store.
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Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37
windandweather.is

Kringlan
Shopping
Mall
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E4

Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12
G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat 13-16
tveirhrafnar.is

LÍÐ

O FA

D3

Spark Design Space
E5
Klapparstígur 33
M-Fri 12-18, Sat 12-16
sparkdesignspace.com

The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
Open daily 10–17
G2
natmus.is
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Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01
Sun 11-23

STI
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Perlan
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SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16
Mon-Fri 10-16
sim.is
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NAH

B2

Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
lso.is

The National Gallery
of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7
F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
listasafn.is
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Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2
sagamuseum.is
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SITUATED
BY THE OLD
Reykjavík
harbour
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Open weekdays 07:30 – 18:00
Open weekends 09:30 – 18:00
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Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A
mokka.is

OLDEST RESTAURANT IN ICELAND

SOUP OF THE DAY
AND COFFEE INCLUDED
on weekdays
from 11:30 am
to 3:00 pm
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Most cafés offer free wifi. Computers
with internet are available to use at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
The Reykjavík City
R Library, Tryggvagata 15
EG U
TheLLNational
Library, Arngrímsgata 3
A RV
A
V
G
FLU Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2
mengi.net

ÁRM

I

Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers
located, for example, at Hlemmur, Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík Art
MIK
Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson
on
L AB
R AU
Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can
also be found
T
STI G
AH
LÍ ÐReykjavík
inside the Reykjavík City Hall and the
Library.

D3

G

D3

ÝR

There are several swimming pools in
Reykjavík. The one in 101
BA RReykjavík,
MA
H LÍlocated
Sundhöll Reykjavíkur, is an indoor one,
Ð
at Barónsstígur. It features a nice sunbathing
M Átubs.
area and some outdoor hot
VA HOpening
LÍ ÐFri from
hours: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22:00,
06:30–20:00,
DR Á
PU Hfrom
Sat from 08:00–16:00 and Sun
LÍ Ð
10:00–18:00.

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4
kirs.is

EN

M
FA

There are few public payphones in the
centre. The tourist info at Aðalstræti 2,
City Hall, Kolaportið, Landsbankinn and in Lækjargata. Prepaid phone cards are recommended
for int’l callers.
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Public Toilets
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Swimming Pools
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CAFE BAR
RECORD STORE

Viðey Island
Ferry from Skarfabakki
Harbour, Sat-Sun only
videy.com

The Icelandic
Phallological Museum
Laugavegur 116
F8
phallus.is
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L AU

Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Tryggvagata 15
D3
Mon-Thur 12–19 / Fri 1218 / Sat–Sun 13–17

NG

ÓLS

H8

Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8
B2
Open daily 10-17

F4

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4
D4
hverfisgalleri.is i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat 13–17
and by appointment. i8.is

KK A

LÍ Ð

GA H

L AN

Laugavegur 65

The Settlement
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17
Open daily 9–20

Laugardalslaug
Swimmi
Pool

HÁ

R AU

Kiosk

HO

Reykjavík City
Museum - Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Daily tours at 13

F4

IGUR

H VE R F I S G ATA 7 6

Reykjavík City Library
D3
Tryggvagata 15
borgarbokasafn.is

Hitt Húsið - Gallery
Tukt
D4
Pósthússtræti 3-5
hitthusid.is

ATA

normal used clothing prices. It’s the equivalent
of raiding your grandparents’ closet or attempting to make awkward photos of yourself
as a 1990s teenager. It’s a dream come true for
downtown’s waiflike normcore kids.
L AB

E6

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10
hannesarholt.is

KI RK JUTE

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17
listasafnreykjavikur.is

Gallerí List
H10
Skipholt 50A
S K I P M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
Hgallerilist.is
OL
T
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
hafnarborg.is

GUR

Laugavegur National
28
It is a vintage clothing
store, so don’t expect
Museum

MIK

Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41
windandweather.is

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
Open 10-17

KRI

KjarvalsSpúútnik
staðir

B1

Ekkisens
Bergstaðastræti 25b

H LÍ Ð

K AG

Reykjavík Art Museum
- Hafnarhús
D3
Tryggvagata 17
Open 10-17
Thursday 10-20

HÁ
TÚ

GU
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This bookstore offers a lovely and well-curated
selection of primarily nonfiction books, almost
exclusively in English. You’ll find a range of subject matters, from biography to gastronomy to
fashion to photography.
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listasafnasi.is
Aurora Reykjavík
SÓ
Grandagarður
2
LTÚ
N
Open 09-21

The Einar Jónsson
Museum
G5
Eiriksgata
Tue–Sun 14–17
skulptur.is
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Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30
E7
Tue-Sun 14–18
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ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41
G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

KAFFI
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The Nordic House
H2
Sturlugata 5
Mon–Sun 11–17
nordice.is
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Sundhöllin
Swimming
Pool
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ART67
F7
Laugavegur 67
Open 09-21
art67reykjavik@gmail.com

Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74 G4
M I Ð Mon-Fri through Sep 1
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Better Weather
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Hlemmur
Bus Terminal
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Hallgrímskirkja
Church
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Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22
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Dillon
Laugavegur 30

Sigurjón
Art
Museum
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Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3
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FACEBOOK
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Coocoo's Nest
Grandagarður 23
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Hressó
Austurstræti 20
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Austur
Austurstræti 7
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Omnom’s new flagship store has opened
its doors! You can see the whole process
by which Omnom’s chocolate bars are
made, from when they receive the cocoa
beans to when they wrap them in their
beautiful packing, designed by André
Visage. Go, quick, before they run out of
their delicious bars! The store is open from
11:00-18:00.

J

PLEASE

Venue Finder
Music & Entertainment

E5

Kaffivagninn
Grandagarði 10 · 101 Reykjavík
+354 551 5932 · kaffivagninn@kaffivagninn.is
kaffivagninn.is
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Music

Concerts & Nightlife Listings
July 15 - July 28

How to use the listings:
Events listed are all live
performances and DJs. Venues are
listed by day. For complete listings
and detailed information on venues
visit grapevine.is/happening. Send
your listings to: listings@grapevine.
is.

Friday July 15
Today's highlight:
DJ Sunna Ben
Don't miss the fun and upbeat Sunna Ben
as she spins a mix of old and new hip-hop
and RnB, along with your favourite dance
hits.
22:00 Dúfnahólar 10
Concerts:
Hjálmar
21:00 Húrra
Nicolas Kunysz
21:00 Mengi
Mugison
20:30 Kassinn
Ellen Kristjáns
20:00 Café Rosenberg
DJs:
21:00
23:00
22:00
22:00
20:00

DJ Símon FKNHNDSM
Bravó
DJ Óli Dóri
Húrra
DJ Maggi Legó
Kaffibarinn
DJ André Ramirez
Austu
DJ Logi Leó
Stofan

Picker Of The Issue

Photo by Matthew Eisman

Þórarinn Guðnason
The picker of this issue is Þórarinn Guðnason, better known
as Tóti. He is the guitarist/pianist/programmer of progressive rock band Agent Fresco. The band will be performing a
lot this summer, with tour dates for the fall to be announced
soon as well. These days, Þórarinn is writing new music and
settling into his new studio space. When he’s not performing
or working on other music projects, he can be found partying
at Bar Ananas or Prikið. Don’t miss him performing in Iceland
with Agent Fresco at Innipúkinn and Iceland Airwaves. HBG

WAR
IS
OVER!
IF YOU WANT IT

Happy Christmas from John & Yoko
(and The Laundromat Cafe)

Þórarinn's picks are marked with

Saturday July 16
Today's highlight:
DJ KGB
KGB plays dance music when he's not
trying to dethrone the capitalist swine
that run the country. Catch him at
everyone's favourite downtown bar.
22:00 Kaffibarinn
Concerts:
Bangoura Band & Lefty Hook
21:00 Húrra
Katelyn Emerson
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Cotton Candy Jazz Quartet
21:00 Mengi
Mugison
20:30 Kassinn
Kristjana Stefánsdóttir jazz quartet
15:00 Jómfrúin
KEXPort Block Party
12:00 KEX Hostel
Axel Ó & Co.
20:00 Café Rosenberg
DJs:
21:00
23:00
22:00
22:00
20:00

DJ Pabbi
Bravó
DJ Simon FKNHNDSM
Húrra
DJ Maggi
Austur
DJ Verkfall
Dúfnahólar 10
DJ Nolo
Stofan

Sunday July 17
Today's highlight:
Myrra Rós Picnic Concert
The Nordic House's latest concert series
is showcasing the best of the best of

Zero Tolerance For
Intolerance
Slut Walk Party
July 20 21:00 at Húrra, Naustin (D3). Admission: Free

On July 23, The Slut Walk will be held in Iceland for the sixth
time. The main goal of this protest march is to raise awareness about victim-blaming and slut-shaming in regards to
sexual assault. Three days before the event, Húrra hosts a preparty so people can get to know more about the Slut Walk and
come together to show their support. The Slut Walk was first
held in Canada in 2011 after a Toronto police officer suggested
that women should “avoid dressing like sluts” so as to avoid
sexual assault. The Slut Walk proclaim that the responsibility for sexual assault never lies with the victim, but with the
violator. GR

Dunkin
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So fresh

Call us on +354 519 5000
or visit www.elding.is

from Reykjavik
Price
9.900 ISK

Electro
Powerhouse

REYKJAVÍK CLASSIC WHALE WATCHING
Duration: 2,5-3,5 hours
Departures: Up to 6 departures a day.

Brilliantinus And His Upcoming
Album, ‘Brilliant In Us’
Words & Photos HREFNA BJÖRG GYLFADÓTTIR

Price
22.990 ISK

REYKJAVÍK EXPRESS WHALES & PUFFINS
Duration: 1-1,5 hours
Departures: Up to 7 departures a day.
Price
13.800 ISK

REYKJAVÍK SEA ANGLING
Duration: 3 hours
Departures: Daily at 11:00 and 15:30

Kormákur Jarl Gunnarson is the
electronic mastermind behind
Brilliantinus. In only a year he’s become a prominent name in Reykjavík’s music scene, performing at
festivals including Secret Solstice,
Iceland Airwaves and Sónar. He is
currently producing Kött Grá Pjé’s
album, to be released later this
year, and will be putting out his
own solo album ‘Brilliant In Us’
later this summer.
Kormákur has been involved
with music from a young age, starting with a rock band in elementary school. However, after years
of listening to a lot of hip-hop, he
started experimenting with music
production. “I became so inspired
that I couldn’t help but try it out for
myself,” Kormákur says. “I started
putting sounds together and it’s
just been building up ever since.”
Kormákur says his surroundings, the environment he lives in
and the people he spends time
with inspire him. His songs can be
sweet and tender but also gloomy
and dark—it all depends on the
mood he’s in. He continues: “I am
inspired by all kinds of music of

course, but what inspires me most
are people and my experiences. All
my emotions are mixed into my
songs.”
Everything Kormákur creates
starts in his computer. He has a
small studio set up in his room,
with synths and a few instruments.
His desk is surrounded with albums, including records by Futuregrapher and EinarIndra. To create
his music he uses environmental
sounds, different instruments and,
of course, his computer. “I think of
my music in sounds rather than
melodies,” Kormákur says. “I puzzle different sounds together to
create something beautiful.”
Kormákur takes his computer
with him wherever he goes. That
way, he can sit down and work
no matter where he is. “I’ve often
blamed school because I feel I never really have time to create, because of it,” he says “However, I use
all of my free time, including lunch
break at school, to work and if I’m
in the zone I’ll keep on going and
even skip class to do so.” This fall
he will be able to fulfill his desire to
create by studying electronic mu-

sic performance and production in
Berlin.
Kormákur has gained much attention, performing at various
festivals and collaborating with
artists such as EinarIndra and
Kött Grá Pjé, despite never having
released an album and only publishing his work to SoundCloud. “I
like keeping my music a bit underground,” Kormákur says. “I think
it means I’m doing something
right if I don’t have to advertise
my work.” He explains that one of
his favourite things about being a
musician is performing in front of
a crowd and getting compliments
from people who’ve never heard of
him before.
Kormákur says he’d rather start
slowly and keep growing with time,
which is why he hasn’t been in a
rush to release an album: “I’ve been
evolving as a musician a lot lately
and releasing this album is my
next big step.”
’Brilliant In Us’ will be released later
this summer. In the meantime, make
sure to catch him at the Grapevine
Grassroots concert at Húrra, July 24.

Price
6.000 ISK

“... It blew us away.
A wonderful insight into
the music of Iceland.”
Tomas Z | July 2013

Experience the essence of the nation
through Icelandic art song and folk music

REYKJAVÍK CLASSIC PUFFIN TOUR
Duration: 1-1,5 hours
Departures: Daily at 9:30, 12:00 and 15:00

Come and meet us at Reykjavík Old Harbour

+354 519 5000 www.elding.is

BOOK YOUR TICKETS NOW! WWW.HARPA.IS | WWW.PEARLS.IS | +354 528 5050

Concerts & Nightlife Listings
July 1 - July 14

AR

Find today's events in Iceland!
Download our free listings app
- APPENING on the Apple and
Android stores

Reykjavík's musicians. Read more on page
44 of this issue.
15:00 Nordic House

BISTRO & B

Katelyn Emerson
17:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Kristjana Stefánsdóttir jazz quartet
13:00 Bistro 1862 (Akureyri)
SunnuDjazz / Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
DJs:
Bravó
21:00 DJ Krummi Vinyl Sunday
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Silja Glömmi
20:00 DJ Futuregrapher
Stofan

Monday July 18
Today's highlight:
Elfa Rún Kristinsdóttir
Solo violin music to start the week, with
performances of pieces by Biber, Bach
and Berio.
21:00 Mengi
Concerts:

			Young Talent Rises To
The Loft
			
asdfhg.

Monday Night Jazz
21:00 Húrra

July 28, 21:00 at Loft Hostel, Bankastræti 7 (E4). Admission: Free!

DJs:
21:00 DJ Pilsner
21:00 DJ Silja Glömmi

Kaffibarinn
Kaffibarinn

Tuesday July 19
Today's highlight:
DJ Óli Dóri
Known as one of the folks behind the
radio show Straumur (as well as the
column right here in Grapevine!), Óli Dóri
knows the tunes that get people dancing.
21:00 Kaffibarinn
Concerts:
KEX Jazz
20:30
KEX Hostel
Sigtryggur Berg Sigmarsson
21:00 Mengi

Thursday July 21

Hjörleifur Valsson
20:00 Iðnó
Brák Baroque Band
20:00 Skálholt Summer Concerts
James Gavin
20:00 Café Rosenberg

Today's highlight:

DJs:

Vök & EinarIndra
Two highly acclaimed up-and-coming
Icelandic musical acts at the bar that
was just named by Grapevine as the best
place for live music in Reykjavík. What's
not to like?
20:00 Húrra

21:00
21:00
22:00
20:00

Concerts:

Today's highlight:

Bjarni & Baldvin
21:00 Hlemmur Square
Jón Bjarnason
12:00 Skálholtsdómkirkja
Magnús Leifsson
21:00 Loft Hostel
Saumer release party
20:00 Mengi
Sunna Gunnlaugsdóttir
20:30 Nordic House

Heiðatrúbadúr
Lo-fi-folk-country-pop and avant-gardeexperimental-noise (holy, that's a lot of
hyphens...) from Heiða Eiríksdóttir.
21:00 Mengi

DJs:
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
21:00 DJ Alfons X

DJs:
21:00 DJ Lamp Vader

Steinunn Jónsdóttir became an “accidental musician” when she
anonymously released an album on Bandcamp last year under
the name asdfhg. that subsequently won a coveted award from
the Kraumur Music Fund. The music of asdfhg. is atmospheric,
charmingly low-fi (it was recorded in her parents’ basement),
and above all sounds far beyond her age—Steinunn was only
sixteen when she released the award-winning album. Since
then, asdfhg. has been performing to audiences around Reykjavík and honing her live sound. Consider yourself lucky to have
such a great (and free!) opportunity to catch this rising talent in
action. IW

Bravó

Wednesday July 20
Today's highlight:
Markús & The Diversion Sessions
Check out this exciting local band play
some songs from their new album—free
admission!
20:00 Loft Hostel
Concerts:
Hot Eskimos
21:00 Harpa
Slut Walk party
20:00 Húrra
Schola Cantorum Chamber Choir
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
KEX + KÍTON
21:00 KEX Hostel
Autonomus
20:00 Café Rosenberg

Bravó
Kaffibarinn

DJ Jónbjörn
DJ Gísli Galdur
DJ Verkfall
DJ Krystal Carma

GREAT
FOODGOOD
DRINKS
ATMO

NICE

Concerts:

uno is the perfect place to start
a good day or end a great evening

Bravó
Kaffibarinn
Dúfnahólar 10
Stofan

Friday July 22

Concerts:
Húrra Rás
21:00 Húrra
Hátari & CeaseTone

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY DAY
17-19

free Wifi
KITCHEN IS OPEN
Weekends 11.30–24
Other days 11.30–23

UNO at Ingólfstorg | Tel. 561 1313 | www.uno.is

“The Icelandic Museum of Rock ‘n’ Roll is as
eccentric in its telling as the tale it celebrates.”
David Fricke, Rolling Stone.
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Concerts

YOU HAVE TO
Visit our largest music museum
and browse through the timeline
of Icelandic pop and rock music
with the Rock ‘n’ Roll app, spend

time in our soundlab, cinema,
karaoke booth, gift store, exhibitions or simply grab a cup of
coffee at our café (free wifi!)

Sculpture And Sound
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum Summer Series
July 19 and 26, 20:30 at the Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum, Laugarnastangi 70.
Admission: 2,500 ISK

These concerts, taking place at the Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
on Tuesday evenings during the summer, have become a tradition in the cultural life of Reykjavík. This month, you can enjoy
Ingibjörg Azima Guðlaugsdóttir's music set for the poems of her
grandmother, Jakobína Sigurðardóttir; new interpretations of
ancient Icelandic folklore; or a concert celebrating beloved composer Jónas Tómasson with a selection of solo works from different periods of his career. The main hall of the museum seats
90 people and its warm acoustics are ideal for solos, duos and
smaller chamber groups. GR
Located in Keflavík only
5 minutes away from
Keflavík International Airport
Open daily from 11am – 6pm
For more go to rokksafn.is

The Icelandic Museum of Rock ‘n’ Roll

21:00 The Travelling Embassy of Rockall
Brák Baroque Band
20:00 Skálholt Summer Concerts
Jón Jónsson
20:00 Café Rosenberg
DJs:

Taste the best
of Iceland ...

21:00
23:00
21:00
21:00
21:00
22:00
20:00

DJ Sonur Sæll
Kaffibarinn
DJ Davið Roach
Húrra
DJ Einar Sonic
Bravó
DJ Styrmir Dansson Hverfisgata 12
DJ Maggi
Austur
DJ Sura
Dúfnahólar 10
DJ Dorrit
Stofan

Saturday July 23
Today's highlight:
DJ Krystal Carma
A.K.A. Arnljótur Sigurðson, one
of Reykjavík's most exciting music
innovators. This guy knows what's hot.
21:00 Bravó
Concerts:
Ligita Sneibe
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Source Material
21:00 Mengi
Bach's Sonatas on Harpsichord
21:00 Skálholt Summer Concerts

... in one amazing meal
ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST
Starts with a shot of the infamous
Icelandic spirit Brennívín
Followed by 7 delicious tapas
• Smoked puffin with blueberry
“brennivín” sauce
• Icelandic Arctic Charr with peppers-salsa
• Lobster tails baked in garlic
• Pan-fried line caught blue ling with
lobster-sauce
• Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
• Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce
And for dessert
• White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion
fruit coulis

7.990 kr.
late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

A Block Party
Like No Other
KEXPort 2016
July 14, 12:00-midnight at KEX Hostel, Skúlugata 28 (E7). Admission: Free!

Reykjavík’s trendiest hostel is throwing a block party for the
ages by bringing some of the city’s most exciting musicians
down to the waterfront. The lineup reads like a who’s-who of
the people your cool friends talk about while you nod and pretend to understand. If you wanted to catch up-and-comers
like Hórmónar, Auður and Alvia Islandia at Secret Solstice but
weren’t able to afford the tickets, or if you missed out on Mugison’s recent concert series at Kassinn, this is the place for you!
From punk, to RnB, to rap, to roots, KEXPort is covering all the
bases. The other musical acts who will be making an appearance at the block party are DJ Flugvél og geimskip, $igmund,
Tómas Jónsson, Tilbury, Singapore Sling, Misþyrming and
Grísalappalísa. This is a summer event not to be missed—and
the best part is that it’s completely free! IW

Top Five

Discography
Fresh, original and
modern cuisine with
East Asian influence.
Take your taste
buds on an
adventurous journey.

Davíð Roach's
Five Favorite
Albums
Words HREFNA BJÖRG GYLFADÓTTIR Photo ART BICNICK

Davíð Roach is a vital figure in Icelandic music culture. For many
years he and his friend Óli Dóri
have specialised in music coverage as Straumur. Through their
website and regular column for the
Grapevine (see page 28), they’ve reported on new music since 2006.
Davíð also works as a DJ and as a
copywriter for PIPAR\TBWA. We
asked the music enthusiast about
his five favourite albums.

‘Music Has The Right To Children’
by Boards of Canada

You could call it ambient trip-hop
or intellectual fuckwave, but the
music just hovers around you and
defies your pathetic categorisation.
It’s both functional and inspiring,
organic and mechanic, innocent
yet eerie, beautiful with an ugly
dark side lurking beneath its surface. Parts of it had been done before by the likes of Warp labelmates
Aphex Twin and Autechre but the
elements had never come together
quite like this before. Fractured
micro hip-hop beats, analogue synthesizers, snippets of scrambled
vocals and child laughter, tape hiss
and the unconventional but beautiful melodies. Every sound is like it’s
worn out, like the copy of ‘Willow’
I had on VHS when I was a child.
This album has the right to mankind. It will follow me and haunt
for the rest of my life.

‘Low End Theory’ by A Tribe Called
Quest

When I first heard the title of the

band I knew it was cool and knew
I would like it. The title of this album is also spot on. It’s an exercise
in the low end, also known as bass,
and a masterpiece in bare-bones
jazzy minimalism. There aren’t
any other rappers in the history
of the genre that have had the rapport Q-Tip and Phife Dawg have on
this album, Q-Tip’s voice like butter
draped in velvet and Phife Dawg’s
raspy sandpaper sound polishing
its soft edges.

’Discovery’ by Daft Punk

The two albums above this one are,
like Daft Punk’s first album ‘Homework’, quite minimal. But sometimes more is more, as proven by
the maximalist work of art that is
‘Discovery’. The album covers a lot
of ground: from the glossy disco
of “Crescendolls,” the uberfrench
filter house anthem “One More
Time,” the vocoder freakouts of
“Harder Better Faster Stronger,”
the cosmic retrofuturistic vibe in
“Voyager,” to the three-part Nintendo rock odyssey of “Aerodynamic.” It’s a celebratory tour de force
display of unfiltered love for the
music that the duo grew up with,
and there’s palpable joy in every
second of it.

‘The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and
the Spiders from Mars’ by David Bowie

If I was trying to impress an art
school chick I would say my favourite Bowie album was ‘Low’. I love
that album, but to be brutally honest, ‘Ziggy’ is where my heart is at.

The sheer songwriting craft, the
balls in Mick Ronson’s glam guitar
sound, the theatrical ambition and
orchestral epicality, the scope of
it all is just mesmerizing. It bends
genres and genders along the way
while setting fire to bundles of conventions that came before.

‘Is This It?’ by The Strokes

I didn’t listen to this album until
a full year after it came out and I
missed their concert in Iceland.
I knew they were sort of rich and
pretty and my projection of them
was that of a boy band of the indie
rock scene. But when I listened to
it, it truly made me feel like I was
cool (nothing could’ve been further
from the truth). The raw sound, Julian Casablancas’s devil-may-care
vocal delivery and the vast swagger
of it all flowed through me when I
listened to it and still echoes today.
The album oozes so much effortless cool that you could bottle it
and sell as hair gel.
Disclaimer: Choosing only five albums is Guantanamo Bay-ian torture
for the music lover. I cheat by including this way-too-short shortlist:
Serge Gainsbourg – ‘Historie de Melody Nelson’
Wu-Tang Clan – ‘Enter The Wu-Tang
(36 Chambers)’
Lou Reed - ‘Transformer’
Air – ‘Moon Safari’
Portishead – ‘Dummy’
LISTEN AND SHARE: gpv.is/roach

ArtisAn BAkery
& Coffee House
Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00

Laugavegi 18
Nýbýlavegi 6
Bíldshöfða 2
namreykjavik.is

Open 11-22 every day
Lækjargata 4 | 101 Reykjavík | Sími 55 10 100 | jomfruin.is

Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik
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ICELANDIC
GOURMET
MENU
Freshly caught seafood and free range lamb
– with a modern twist

Music And Nature In
Perfect Harmony
Words GEIDI RAUD Photos ART BICNICK

6 COURSE

DINNER MENU
STARTS WITH A “REFRESHING“ SHOT
OF THE NATIONAL SNAPS BRENNIVÍN
FOLLOWED BY A BITE-SIZED TASTE OF PUFFIN
OCEAN PERCH
Slow cooked ocean perch, beetroot purée, spicy
butter, serrano ham, beetroot
MINKE WHALE
Shallot vinaigrette, crispy Jerusalem artichokes

One could be used to the idea that
a greenhouse is meant for growing cucumbers and tomatoes. But
when thinking more creatively, a
greenhouse can also be used as a…
concert venue! If you like the sound
of that idea, you are welcome to enjoy the Picnic Concerts held in the
greenhouse just outside the doorstep of the Nordic House.
Kristbjörg Kona Kristjánsdóttir, a representative of the Nordic
House, says that the Picnic Concerts are intended to be something special for guests to enjoy on
beautiful summer Sundays, and in
harmony with nature. “We wanted
to add some cultural experiences
to the Reykjavík city center,” she
says of the magical concerts. “So
we created a cosy hangout place
where people can listen to live music and relax. Vatnsmýrinn, where
the Nordic House is situated, is a
nature reserve and a bird sanctuary. While listening to the concerts
outside, guests can simultaneously
hear birds singing and water flowing. One can just feel the nature
around him. The music becomes a

part of the nature and the nature
becomes a part of the music.”
Musicians like Myrra Rós, ÍRiS,
Anna Jónsdóttir, Markús and the
Diversion Sessions and the Magnús R. Einarsson tríó can be heard
in the greenhouse over the next
five Sundays. Kristbjörg explains
that the musicians were picked
because their music fits into the
atmosphere the Nordic House
wanted to create. She adds that it
wasn’t hard to find musicians who
were willing to perform in a greenhouse: “Most of the musicians we
contacted were excited to play in
such an unconventional venue as
a greenhouse, and even though
some of them are playing with big
bands regularly, they were open to
creating something new to fit in
the environment.” She adds: “All
the musicians are Icelandic and
therefore unique. For example,
Myrra Rós has built her own little
world on the Icelandic music scene
with bold and personal folk music,
ÍRiS creates mysterious electronic
music and Markús Bjarnason plays
friendly and humorous music.”

Kristbjörg says that for now,
about 50 people have showed up
to each concert. Overall, she estimates, “we expect to get around
five hundred guests this year to
visit the concerts. Everyone is welcome and if the greenhouse is full,
we pull out chairs and blankets for
people to enjoy the music in our
lovely green garden. Some people
prefer lying on the grass while enjoying the music while others like
being up close and personal with
the artists.”
Most events held in the Nordic
House have free admission, and
the Picnic Concerts are no exception. “The Picnic Concerts have
been a yearly event for a couple of
years now and will keep on being
the Nordic House’s contribution
to anyone who wants to come and
enjoy Icelandic music during the
summer season. So The Nordic
House funds the concerts and pays
the artists,” confirms Kristbjörg.
Talented Icelandic musicians give
free concerts in the Nordic House
greenhouse every Sunday at 3pm.

SEA TROUT
Yuzu mayo, truffle mayo, crispy quinoa, apple
PLAICE
Samphire, green asparagus, blood orange, lime beurre blanc
RACK OF FREE RANGE ICELANDIC LAMB
Lamb fillet, leeks, pickled onions, browned celeriac, baked
carrots, spinach and dill cream

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER

Dessert
SKYR FANTASIA
Skyr fromage, Skyr mousse, strawberry & lime gel,
lime sponge cake

O P E N 7-21

7.990 kr.

APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

Austurstræti 16

Tel. 551 0011

apotek.is

T E M P L A R A S U N D 3 , 101 R E Y K J AV Í K , T E L : 57118 2 2 , W W W. B E R G S S O N . I S
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It Means "Sewing"
'Saumur' Album Release Party
July 21 at Mengi, Oðinsgata 2 (E5). Admission: Free!

‘Saumur’ is the latest album to be released on Mengi’s label,
and features ambitious musical creations from a trio of talented musicians: Skúli Sverrisson on bass, Hilmar Jensson
on guitar and Arve Henriksen on vocals. The album surveys a
vast range of emotions, from tranquility to chaos, with listeners guided through each transition by Arve’s soaring falsetto.
The album was recorded at Sundlaugin, the old swimming
pool in Mosfellsbær that was turned into a recording studio
by Sigur rós, but the trio will be recreating the sacred sounds
of ‘Saumur’ at this release party. Don’t miss out on this enchanting evening of music. IW

20:00 Café Rosenberg

Wednesday July 27

DJs:

Today's highlight:

21:00
21:00
22:00
20:00

DJ KGB
Húrra
DJ Símon FKNHNDSM Kaffibarinn
DJ André Ramirez
Austur
DJ Páll Banine
Stofan

Sunday July 24

Cryptochrome & Mosi Musik
This show might be too exciting for a
Wednesday night, but we think it'll be
totally worth it.
21:00 Húrra

Ligita Sneibe
This concert organist from Latvia is in
town to make your Sunday afternoon
something special.
17:00 Hallgrímskirkja

Sigmar Þór Matthíasson Quartet
21:00 Harpa
Schola Cantorum Chamber Choir
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Public Space
20:00 Café Rosenberg

Concerts:

DJs:

Grapevine Grassroots
20:00 Húrra
ÍRIS Picnic Concert
15:00 Nordic House
SunnuDjass / Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús

21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
21:00 DJ Maggi Legó

DJs:

Iceland’s
1’st
Microbrewery
&
Bistro

Innipúkinn Warm-up Party
JFDR, a.k.a. Jófríður Ákadóttir will be
performing live at a party ahead of the
annual music festival.
21:00 Hlemmur Square

Bravó
Kaffibarinn

Thursday July 28
Today's highlight:

21:00 DJ Logi Leó Vinyl Sunday
Bravó
21:00 DJ Krystal Carma
Kaffibarinn
20:00 DJ Kira Kira
Stofan

MICRO BREWERY & BISTRO ON THE HARBOUR
Taste our brew
lager
PaleAle
IPA
SessionIPA
RedAle
DoubleIPA

Concerts:

Monday July 25
Concerts:
Monday Night Jazz
21:00 Húrra
DJs:
Kaffibarinn

Tuesday July 26
Concerts:
KEX JAZZ
20:30 KEX Hostel

Funi
20:00 Nordic House
Asdfg
21:00 Loft Hostel
Larry Allen & Scott Bell
12:00
Hallgrímskirkja
Kristín Anna
21:00 Mengi
'Spirals' at Skálholt Summer Concerts
20:00 Skálholt
David Pepe and Calia & Maria
20:00 Café Rosenberg

k
Fis

Kaffibarinn
Bravó

21:00 DJ Steindór Jónssón
Bravó
22:00 AUÐUR
Dúfnahólar 10
20:00 DJ Lamp Vader
Stofan

Mý

rar
g

ð

isló

DJs:

DJs:
21:00 DJ Z
21:00 DJ Benedict Andrews

fb.com/kaﬃbarinn

Concerts:

Today's highlight:

21:00 DJ John Brnlv

Bergstaðastræti 1

ata

ur

arð

ag

nd

Gra

REYKJAVÍK
HARBOUR
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Saga of Icelandic Cinema

"a shock, a pleasure and an affirmation"

‘Stella í Orlofi’
Words MARK ASCH

I´M ICELANDIC
I DON’T EAT
WHALE MEAT

‘Stella í Orlofi’ (“Stella on Holiday”)
is known in English as ‘The Icelandic Shock Station’, though referring to the 1986 film by its English
title implies that the film is known
abroad at all. It isn’t, except by the
curious few who’ve given it a spin
on IcelandAir’s in-flight entertainment. Yet this deceptively antic
farce about a housewife accidentally bringing a Swedish alcoholic
to a summer cottage remains perhaps the most beloved of Icelandic
films: almost as old as the Icelandic
Film Fund itself, it lodged itself in
the culture early.
The Icelandic Film Fund initially
sought to perpetuate lofty artistic
and cultural traditions through
this new (domestic) art form, beginning with its prestigious first
film ‘Land and Sons’ (see Issue 8,
2016), a literary adaptation with
weighty themes of rural heritage
versus urban capitalist modernization. But it was comedies that were
consistently the biggest domestic
hits—to see the particular foibles
of Icelandic society on-screen for
the first time was a shock, a pleasure and an affirmation. One comic
set piece in ‘Stella í Orlofi’ concerns
a pilot with a lucrative sideline as
a black-market importer of Danish beer (in those days, before the
lifting of the beer ban, everyone
brought it back from abroad; strat-

egies for dodging import duties,
handed down from generation to
generation, persist to this day).
However, like ‘Land and Sons’,
‘Stella í Orlofi’, is, in its way, concerned with the opposition of rural values and modern urban consumer culture. Stella is a bubbly
housewife in Reykjavík, living with
her drunk, surly cheating husband
and smart-aleck kids, in a house
full of high-tech 80s conveniences
(Stella’s on-trend floral blouses
and bright yellow sweatsuit give
the film a brazen datedness that
has helped endear it to older and
younger viewers alike). When her
husband breaks a few bones and
burns himself during a freak accident, Stella decides to pick up her
husband’s business partner for a
fishing weekend. Not knowing her
husband was actually set to meet
his Danish mistress, Stella buffalos an unsuspecting Swedish drunk
into her station wagon. He came to
Iceland for rehab, and gets “shock
treatment” in the form of the farcical complications that ensue, including a famous salmon-fishing
scene scored to the Icelandic equivalent of “Yakety Sax.”
‘Stella í Orlofi’ was written by
Guðný Halldórsdóttir, later a prolific arthouse filmmaker (and the
daughter of Halldor Laxness). It is
the only feature film directed by

Þórhildur Þorleifsdóttir, who has
worked mostly in the theater. Indeed, the wild slapstick and broad
directing seems quite stagy, played
to the back row—the actors pull
faces and ping around the frame,
rubbery as few movie actors have
been since the coming of sound
and the fading out of the old music-hall comedians.
But Þórhildur’s other profession
is also relevant: she served four
years in Parliament as a member of
the Women’s List, the feminist party
of the 80s and 90s. There is a clear,
if subtle feminist message to the
film: as played by Edda Björgvinsdóttir, Stella’s blithe perma-grin
and buoyantly blow-dried blonde
hair become the armor which enable her to grapple with serious
challenges (if also zany and bizarre),
in her marriage and in her everyday
life in general. The trip to the country is a cure for her as much as for
her rehabbing guest: a zippy catharsis, a salve for the hidden wounds
of Reykjavík’s suddenly prosperous
bourgeois family life.
How to watch: Stream it at icelandiccinemaonline.com, or check the
in-flight entertainment options on
Icelandair.
SHARE: gpv.is/stella

Full schedule at www.bioparadis.is
/bioparadis

Whales are killed to feed tourists
Be whale friendly

www.ifaw.is

@bioparadis

s

@bioparadis

@bioparadis

Movie Listings

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

The Time To Live And
The Time To Die
'The Assassin'
Premieres July 15 at Bíó Paradís, Hverfisgata 54 (E5) Admission: 1,600 ISK

Set against the stunning landscape of ninth-century China,
the most recent work by the Taiwanese master filmmaker
Hou Hsiao-hsien follows the inner conflict of a Tang dynasty
assassin. Yinniang, who has become one of the most powerful
and lethal assassins of the era, has been hired to kill a powerful man. Her assignment is complicated, however, by the fact
that the man was once betrothed to her. Amid kinetic interludes of martial artistry, the film examines timeless questions about the impact of our decisions and the power of fate.
Bíó Paradís will be screening the film, which won the prize
for best direction at the 2015 Cannes Film Festival, with English subtitles throughout July. IW

For exact dates and times of film screenings, visit www.bioparadis.is.

‘The Assassin’ (Taiwan/China)
A story of love, honour, politics and
social ritual set against the picturesque
backdrop of the Tang dynasty. (English
subs)
‘The Blue Room’ (France)
A crime thriller that begins with a man
and a woman, in love, alone in a room.
Now the man is accused of something,
but of what? (English subs)
'Anomalisa' (USA)
A man crippled by the mundanity of his
life experiences something out of the
ordinary.
'The Witch' (USA)
A Puritan family in 1630s New England
lives on the edge of woodland. After their
infant son disappears their daughter
turns out to be a witch and the family is
torn apart by religious hysteria.
'Þrestir' ('Sparrows') (IS)
In this coming of age story, Ari is forced
to confront his relationship with this
father against the dramatic backdrop of
the Westfjörds. (English subs)
'Heima' (IS)
Ethereal post-rock pioneers Sigur Rós
play a string of impromptu gigs in their
native Iceland after finishing a world tour
in 2006. (English subs)
'Hrútar' ('Rams') (IS)
In a remote Icelandic farming valley, two
brothers who haven’t spoken in 40 years
have to come together in order to save
what’s dearest to them—their sheep.
(English subs)
'101 Reykjavík' (IS)
Based on the internationally-acclaimed
novel, this film follows Geek Hylnur as
he approaches his thirtieth birthday.
Director Baltasar Kormákur explores
the relationship between Geek and his
mother, with whom he still lives. (English
subs)

Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
We offer a unique selection of Icelandic beer – 20 bottled, 10 on draft,
and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.
Open 11:30–23:30

Bíó Paradís

'The Other Side' (France / Italy)
A documentary film following the lives of
drug addicts and anti-government militias
in Louisiana.

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER

'Fúsi' ('Virgin Mountain') (IS)
Fúsi is in his forties and yet to find
courage to enter the adult world. He
sleepwalks through everyday life until a
bubbly woman and an eight-year old girl
unexpectedly enter his life. (English subs)
'Draumalandið' ('Dreamland') (IS)
This documentary gradually shows
a disturbing picture of corporate
power taking over nature and small
communities. It´s the dark side of green
energy. (English subs)
‘Arabian Nights: Volume 2: The
Desolate One’ (Portugal)
The second film in an epic trilogy of
more than six hours that is based on
‘One Thousand And One Nights'. (English
subs)
'Hross í Oss' ('Of Horses And Men')
(IS)
This 2013 drama features six interlocking
stories that focus on the relationships
between Icelanders in a rural setting.
(English subs)
‘Youth’ (Italy/France/UK/
Switzerland)
An examination of the relationship
between ageing artist friends with
different ideas about how to wrap up
their creative careers.
‘Love’ (France/Belgium)
A story about a love triangle that
celebrates sex in a joyous way.
‘45 Years’ (UK)
A couple receives unexpected and
potentially life-changing news in the week
ahead of their 45th wedding anniversary.
‘Son Of Saul’ (Hungary)
A multiple award-winning film that takes
an original and powerful look at the
Holocaust. (English subs)

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is
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Emerging

t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

Artists Represented
BIRGIR ANDRÉSSON
INGÓLFUR ARNARSSON
MARGRÉT H. BLÖNDAL
ÓLAFUR ELÍASSON
HREINN FRIDFINNSSON
KRISTJÁN GUDMUNDSSON
SIGURDUR GUDMUNDSSON
ELÍN HANSDÓTTIR
RONI HORN
CALLUM INNES
JANICE KERBEL
RAGNAR KJARTANSSON
ALICJA KWADE
ERNESTO NETO
ARNA ÓTTARSDÓTTIR
EGGERT PÉTURSSON
RAGNA RÓBERTSDÓTTIR
KARIN SANDER
EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON
IGNACIO URIARTE
THÓR VIGFÚSSON
LAWRENCE WEINER

YOUNG ARTISTS

Kristín Dóra
Words & Photos HREFNA BJÖRG GYLFADÓTTIR
Kristín Dóra is a visual artist studying at the Iceland Academy of the
Arts. She recently returned from
an exchange program in Sweden,
garnering attention for her outspoken window art. Her pieces are
interesting takes on social matters
and she is a spokesperson for self
love. This summer she is working
with two other girls in a project
they call ‘Málglaðar’, in which they
speak openly about body positivity
and self confidence.

When did you start creating art?

I started creating stuff as a teenager just for the fun of it but I don’t
really show that to anyone. When I
was twenty years old and realized I
could get an education in something
fun I really started creating. There
are plenty of lawyers and engineers
in Iceland. I can be of more use by
creating something interesting.

What is your creative process?

I always start with words. My notebooks fill up pretty fast because I
try to write down everything that
goes on in my mind. There you
can find all my secrets. My works
tend to be about my own insecurities and the boys I have a crush on.
Or something in society that I find
important. The best of both worlds
I guess.

What inspires you?

19th century medical books, teenage
angst, gardening, social media, love
in all forms, poetry that makes me

cry and coffee that dries my tears.

What is your favorite artwork, by
you and/or another artist?

I really like art that is vulnerable
and funny. My favorite artist right
now is David Shrigley, his stuff
inspires me a lot. He’s real. I like
stuff that hits me in the feelings
but makes me laugh at the same
time. His drawings with text are
my favorite right now. My favorite artwork by myself is probably
when I published my diary after
one hectic year in the dating department. Having my parents read
it at the exhibition definitely made
me feel exposed.

time it takes to read the piece from
the viewer, which I hope isn’t too
bossy of me.

Future plans?

I want to work in Iceland with an
occasional trip to a new city, and
learn new languages. If someone
wants to marry me and have kids
I might do that. I also really want
to buy a house. Anyways, it will all
figure itself out in the end. I’ll just
keep on doing my thing.
SHARE + MORE PICS:
gpv.is/am10

Rúrí : Time —Telling

How is it being an artist in Iceland?

It’s fun! It can be limiting at times
but then you just leave for a while,
learn new things and come back. I
spent last semester in Gothenburg,
Sweden, which was really good for
my art and me. I am excited for my
last year in Iceland Academy of the
Arts, though—the school is full of
talented artists.

What do you wish to achieve
through your art?

It would be great if people could
get something out of it or simply
enjoy it. People who like it, sometimes buy it and then I can splurge
on good coffee. I try to make art
that is accessible and human. It is
a good way to keep a dialogue going on in society. Because I work
with words I am demanding the

Pétur Thomsen:
Periods / Turning Points
OPEN daily 12—6 pm
FREE ADMISSION
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of the series 'Eternal Echoes: Homage to
Kjarval.'
Opens July 7 - Runs until 9, 15:00
Verksmiðjan á ´Hjalteyri - "The world
is an Enigma"
Exhibition "The world is an Enigma" by
Pierre Coulibeuf.
Runs on July 16, 14:00
Viðey Island - Walking Tour
Bird watcher and photographer Elma Rún
Benediktsdóttir will guide the walk.
Runs July 17, 13:30-16:00

Route 40 takes you to

Experience
Icelandic Art
and Design
on your way to the Blue Lagoon

Viðey Island - Walking Tour
Nature and folklore walk. Ferry leaves at
13:15.
Runs July 24, 13:30-15:00

Ongoing

Eco-Friendly Art (You
Know, By Kids)
'The Other House'
July 16 at 18:00 | Hitt Húsið, Pósthússtræti 3-5 (D4) | Admission: Free!

The Eco Art Project Symposium brings together young semiprofessional artists from Iceland, Latvia, Norway and Sweden.
The young artists aim to raise public awareness around issues
related to environment protection. The symposium consists
of two related workshops, in the fields of art/design and music/movement. ‘The Other House’ was inspired by the Icelandic music group Muscycle, consisting of four young musicians who can squeeze music out of anything, including from
recycled things that would otherwise end up as trash. GR
How to use the listings:
Events are listed alphabetically.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues visit
grapevine.is/happening. Send your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is

Opening
Árbær Open Air Museum - Nordic
folk dancing
There will be dancers in national
costumes from Denmark, Sweden,
Finland, Norway and Iceland.
Runs on July 16, 14:00-15:30
Árbær Open Air Museum - Annual
accordion festival
Many of Iceland's most known accordion
players are playing joyful music for
guests.
Runs on July 17, 13:00-16:00
Árbær Open Air Museum - Puppet
show
Show is in Icelandic by Brúðubílinn.
Runs on July 28, 14:00
BERG Contemporary Gallery ‘ROTATION’
The exhibition will present works
by Ásgeir Skúlason, Kjartan Ari
Pétursson, Sindri Leifsson, Sirra Sigrún
Sigurðardóttir and Veronika Geiger.
Opens onJuly 15, 17:00 - Runs until
August 13.
Hitt Húsið - "The Other House"
The eco art project symposium brings
together young semi-professional artists
from four different countries.
Runs on July 16, 18:00
Hverfisgallerí - "Mynd Birting"
An exhibition by Anna Rún Tryggvadóttir.
Opens on July 16, 16:00 - Runs until
September 3
Húrra - Improv Iceland
The group, consisting of Iceland’s
funniest actors and actresses, comes
together for a night of unscripted
dialogues, spontaneous musicals and
improvised acts, making each and every
show a premiere and a final performance.
Runs July 26, 20.00

Icelandic Printmakers Association 'Nálgun'
The show features the work of artists
Aðalheiður Valgeirsdóttir, Anna
Jóa, Hulda Hrönn Ágústsdóttir and
Ragnheiður Guðbjargar Hrafnkelsdóttir.
Opens July 28 - Runs until August 15
Listastofan - "Elemental"
It is a multimedia installation featuring
photography, video projection and
sculptural work related to the natural
world by Aishling Muller.
Opens on July 21, 18:00 - Runs until
August 4
Nordic House - "Old Child"
It’s an exhibition of Nordic design for
children from 1900 to the present day.
Opens on July 22, 11:00 - Runs until
February 27, 2017.
Olafsdalur - “Bloodline”
Guðrún Tryggvadóttir’s show “Bloodline”.
Runs on July 23, 14:00
Tjarnarbíó - ‘Of Light’
‘Of Light’ by Samantha Shay will premiere
at Tjarnarbíó. The dance, spoken word
and music piece will explore how the
contrasts of light and dark in Iceland
appear in people.
Runs on on July 22, 20:30
Listhus Gallery - "Skammdegi"
The premier of Skammdegi, a film by
Jamie Scott Gordon and Alkistis Terzi
Opens July 17, 20:00
Loft - Sunday Yoga
Free yoga session, bring your own yoga
mat.
Runs July 17 and July 24, 12:00-13:00
Loft - "Ljóðakvöld Hispursmeyjanna"
Poetry and performance night
'Ljóðakvöld Hispursmeyjanna' host Vigdís
Ósk Howser.
Runs July 14, 20:00
Loft - Market
Swap til you drop market.
Runs July 26, 16:30
Reykjavík Art Museum Kjarvalsstaðir - Trippy Tiptoe Tour
Styrmir Örn Guðmundsson will be
performing his Trippy Tiptoe Tour as part

Hannesarholt - 'Dramalandið'
A solo exhibition by Arngunnur Ýr.
Runs until August 21
Harpa - 'The Session'
'The Session,' an exhibition by the
photographer Gavin Evans is open in Esja,
Harpa's newest exhibition area. Gavin
is known for his portraits of famous
subjects, including Morrissey, Ozzy
Osbourne and Björk.
Runs until August 31
Harpa - 'Silent Flashes'
This exhibition from the Icelandic
Emigration Centre in Hofsós includes
photos that explore the Icelandic
emigration to North America.
Runs until August 31
Harpa - How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
A comedy show that teaches you
everything you need to know about being
Icelandic.
Runs until December 31
Harpa - Icelanic Sagas: The Greatest
Hits
Think of it as the SparksNotes version of
the legendary sagas, but funnier.
Runs until August 31
Wind And Weather Window Gallery
- 'Morpho-logic' by Chirstopher
Hickey
A site-specific installation by Christopher
Hickey at the museum that never closes.
Runs until August 28
Anarkía listasalur - "Handahóf"
Artwork made by Anna Hansson, Ásta R.
Ólafsdóttir, Guðlaug Friðriksdóttir, Hrönn
Björnsdóttir, Kristín Tryggvadóttir and
Rannveig Tryggvadóttir.
Runs till July 24
Akureyri Art Museum - 'Conspiracy
of Pleasure'
A group exhibition that examines how
bodies are used for regulation and for
pleasure.
Runs until August 21
Árbær Open Air Musem
This museum has daily guided tours
from 13:00 to 14:00 through its open air
exhibits that showcase the architecutre
and livelihood of 19th and 20th century
Reykjavíkings.
On permanent view.
Edinborg Cultural Centre Ísafjörður 'Grettir' by the Comedytheatre
A play based on one of Iceland's most
famous sagas.
Runs until July 27

Route 40

KEEPERS
Icelandic design highlights,
from the Collection

INSIDE OUT
Museum work made visible to
the audience

TRACES OF WATER
21 May - 21 August 2016
A group exhibition by six artists
that all work with water in their
works.
By Anna Rún Tryggvadóttir,
Florence Lam, Harpa Árnadóttir,
Hulda Stefánsdóttir, John Zurier
and Margrét H. Blöndal.

+ THE COLLECTION
21 May - 21 August 2016

SARA BJÖRNSDÓTTIR:
FLÂNEUR
27 May - 21 August 2016

Hönnunarsafn Íslands
/ Museum of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open 12–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.honnunarsafn.is

Hafnarborg
/ The Hafnarfjordur Centre
of Culture and Fine Art
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Open 12–17 / Thursdays 12–21
Closed on Tuesdays
www.hafnarborg.is

Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum
Hamraborg 4, Kópavogur
Open 11–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is

National
Museum of
Iceland

The
Culture
House

Flora Akureyri - 'Náttúru afl/Natural
power'
An exhibition by Ásta Guðmundsdóttir.
Runs until August 20
Gallery Sign - 'Gefið (það kemur í
ljós)/Given (it will come to light)'
A solo exhibition by American
photographer Nina Zurier.
Runs until December 15
Gerðuberg Cultural Centre - 'Austan
Rumba' by Hrafnhildur Inga
Sigurðardóttir
Runs until August 21

National Museum of Iceland

The Culture House

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Music
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Or is it Art?

BRING
ON THE

BURRITO
Mexican food that is a true
fiesta for your taste buds!
We are located at:
Höfðatorg, Smáralind, Spöngin, N1 Hringbraut,
Kringlan, N1 Bíldshöfði, Dalshraun,
Nýbýlavegur and Akureyri.

Out Of The Darkness
Samantha Shay delves inwards to reach outwards
Words JOHN ROGERS Photo VICTORIA SENDRA
It took a few weeks to find a good
time to talk to Samantha Shay. In
the heart of the Icelandic summer, the long days and pink nights
bring out a kind of craziness that
doesn’t sit easily with the day-today scheduling; over on Samantha’s side of the world, on America’s West Coast, she was often “off
the grid,” vanishing on a wilderness retreat in preparation for the
Tjarnabíó-hosted premiere of her
art-opera, ‘of Light’.
“I was teaching out in a redwood
forest,” says Samantha, when we
connect on Skype. “It was also
kind of a preparation for the performance—to unplug, go inwards,
ground myself—so I’m not just
running on calls and emails.”

Presence and
vulnerability
Mindful self-care is foundational
to Samantha’s practise, in which
she creates artworks, workshops,
performances and situations in
an intentional spirit of generosity,
inclusion and sharing.
Even so, modern life fights
back—the call of email and social media is constant. “It’s really
hard to do,” says Samantha. “Even
right now, I’m thinking: ‘Do I really have time to do that? What if
something goes wrong?’ There’s a
culture of overdoing it that’s not
conducive to making art at all.

Because art is—at its most powerful—about presence and vulnerability. When we’re overworked and
overstressed, we’re in a defensive
space. It’s challenging, and a constant negotiation. But I just know
I’ll be much more ready to handle
it when I’ve woken up in the forest
for six days."

Into the light
“of Light” is a multimedia performance that includes dance, text,
and music, staged largely in darkness. It was first conceived when
Samantha travelled to Iceland and
experienced the inverse extremes
of the intense winter darkness,
and the disorientating 24-hour
daylight of the summer.
“The first time I travelled to
Iceland,” Samantha remembers,
“there was a snowstorm three or
four times a week. Snow piled up
at the door. It was super dark, and
I got very introspective. Then Iceland in June was so bright that it
totally messed with my senses.
When I arrived, I didn’t sleep for
three days. I had a totally emotional response to the extremity of
having been in the dark, and then
in the light. And I wanted to make
a piece about it.”

Passing the edges
Samantha rolled the idea around,

gathering source material and developing alongside collaborators
including poet Danielle Vogel, who
created a work entitled “A Library
Of Light” whilst working in Arnarstapi, and electronic musician
and composer KÁRYYN. She also
discussed its progression with her
mentor, Marina Abramovic.
“Marina has been a mentor of
mine since 2011,” she explains.
“I talked to her about it. I started
to realise I wanted to make a piece
about darkness, initiation, personal
transformation. What our relationship is to darkness: emotionally,
psychologically, spiritually, and literally—scientifically. I made it into
a durational performance, where
darkness is the structure.”
“As the years have gone on it’s
gotten simpler,” finishes Samantha. “Marina quoted Marcel Duchamp to me one time, and said: ‘The
public has to be able to complete
the piece.’ A lot of people come to
the theatre to see something, but
here they’re coming to listen—
they don’t see anything for about
25-30 minutes. So, that’s what I’m
hoping for.”
‘of Light’ will take place at Tjanabíó
on July 22nd. An accompanying music event will take place at Mengi on
July 23rd.
SHARE & LISTEN:
gpv.is/got

Find today's events in Iceland!
Download our free listings app
- APPENING on the Apple and
Android stores

Hallgrimskirkja's Friends of the Arts Society 34th season

Art Listings

THE INTERNATIONAL ORGAN SUMMER
IN HALLGRÍMSKIRKJA 2016
June 18 – August 21

Keeping Icelandic
Design Alive

Lunchtime concerts

on Wednesdays at 12 noon

Weekend concerts

Saturday at 12 noon and Sunday at 5 pm
with international concert organists

Schola cantorum

Hallgrimskirkja Chamber Choir

‘KEEPERS’
June 12, 2016 - June 4, 2017 | Museum of Design and Applied Art, Garðatorg 1 |
Admission: 500 ISK

18. 6. 12 noon
& 19. 6. 5 pm
25. 6. 12 noon
& 26. 6. 5 pm
2. 7. 12 noon
& 3. 7. 5 pm
9. 7. 12 noon
& 10. 7. 5 pm
16. 7. 12 noon
& 17. 7. 5 pm
23. 7. 12 noon
& 24. 7. 5 pm
30. 7. 12 noon
& 31. 7. 5 pm
6. 8. 12 noon
& 7. 8. 5 pm
13. 8. 12 noon
& 14. 8. 5 pm
20. 8. 12 noon
& 21. 8. 5 pm

Ever wonder how things end up in a museum’s collection, or
how curators decide which objects are worth preserving? In
the latest exhibition from the Museum of Design and Applied
Art, the focus is shifted away from the actual objects in the
museum and onto the process of curating such a gallery. Icelandic design is a new and evolving field, and this museum is
likewise constantly evolving to promote and display the latest
that the field has to offer. As such, the exhibition will also be
constantly evolving, to show visitors the best reflection of the
art and design that surrounds them every day. IW

Harbinger - 'Codependent'
A six-week exhibition that will feature
new artists every week, who will build
upon what the last artists created in the
gallery.
Runs until July 22
i8 Gallery - 'Stopover in Iceland' by
Callum Innes
Runs until August 6
Icelandic Printmakers Association 'Mono No Aware / Slices Of Life'
This exhibition of prints by Finnish artist
Anita Jensen explores the aesthetic of
Japanese literature and poetry during the
Heian period.
Runs until July 24
Icelandic Printmakers Association
- 'LAND' by Díana Margrét
Hrafnsdóttir
Open Thursday-Sunday, from 14:0018:00.
Runs until July 3
Lækjartorg - Reykjavík Comedy Walk
Ticket price is 3,000 ISK for people older
than 12 years of age.
Runs every evening until September 26.
Listasafnið Akureyri - 'Arkitektúr og
Akureyri'
An exhibition focusing on the
architecture in Akureyri, a town in the
north of Iceland.
Runs until August 28
Living Art Museum (Nýló)
- '101 spurning til kvenna '
101 questions for women is a third
exhibition in the series 'women in Nýló'.
Runs until August 21
Museum of Design and Applied Art
- 'Gefjun: Icelandic Wool blankets
exhibited'
This exhibition is a part of the 'Deal me
in' series of micro-exhibitions curated
by MA-students in art theory at the
university of Iceland.
Runs until further notice

Museum of Design and Applied Art "KEEPERS"'
This exhibition focuses on the question
of how we decide which objects are
worth keeping. With an emphasis on
the museum’s collections, ‘KEEPERS’
looks at how and why the collections are
preserved.
Runs until June 4, 2017.

Katelyn Emerson, concert organist,
USA
Ligita Sneibe, concert organist,
Latvia
Douglas Cleveland,
Plymouth Church, Seattle, USA
Mattias Wager, Storkyrkan,
Stockholm, Sweden
Christoph Schöner, Michaeliskirche,
Hamburg
James McVinnie, concert organist,
London

In cooperation with
Icelandic Organist Association

23. 6. Guðmundur Sigurðsson,
Hafnarfjörður Church
30. 6. Hörður Áskelsson, Hallgrímskirkja
7. 7. Sigrún Magna Þórsteinsdóttir,
Akureyri Church
14. 7. Lára Bryndís Eggertsdóttir
organ, Iceland, and Dorothee
Höjland saxophone, Denmark.
21. 7. Jón Bjarnason, Skálholt
Cathedral
28. 7. Larry Allen organ and Scott Bell
oboe, USA
4. 8. Friðrik Vignir Stefánsson,
Seltjarnarnes Church
11. 8. Hörður Áskelsson Hallgrímskirkja and
Sigríður Ósk Kristjánsdóttir alto.
18. 8. Kári Allansson, Háteigur Church,
Reykjavík

Perlan - 'Your World'
An exhibition of five artists who each
have a connection to Iceland, but who
work in different media.
Runs until July 31
Reykjavík Art Museum Ásmundarsafn - 'Disruption' by
Ásmundur Sveinsson and Elín
Hansdóttir
Elín and Ásmundur work with perspective
in different ways.
Runs until October 9
Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús 'The Making of Erró'
This exhibition explores Erró's early days
as an artist, showing his experiments
with self-expression, and his move from
impressionist art to collages.
Runs until October 9

Guided tours daily
Take a look around

Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús 'Subselves Mean Well' by Arnfinnur
Amazeen
Arnfinnur examines the monotonous
round of everyday life and the
contradictory role of the person within.
Runs until August 7
Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús 'KINGDOM: Flora, Fauna, Fable'
A group exhibition by contemporary
artists who explore the nature in their
works.
Runs until September 18
Reykjavík Art Museum Kjarvalsstaðir - 'Jóhannes S. Karval:
Mind and World'
The exhibition is compromised of rarely
seen works form the private collection
of Þorvaldur Guðmundsson and his wife
Ingibjörg Guðmundsdóttir. Guided tours
in English on May 20 and 27, and June 3.
Runs until August 21
Reykjavík City Library - Dark Deeds
Literary Walking Tour

isk 1.950

Harpa — Reykjavík
Concert Hall and
Conference Centre

11:00, 13:30,
15:30, 17:30
Austurbakki 2
101 Reykjavík
Iceland

Open every day
08:00 – 24:00

HarpaReykjavik
harpa.is

Brandenburg | SÍA

Hafnarborg - 'Traces of Water'
Hafnarborg's summer exhibition features
six artists who all use some form of water
in their artworks.
Runs until August 21

Thomas Ospital, St. Eustache,
Paris, France.
Björn Steinar Sólbergsson,
Hallgrímskirkja
Leo van Doesselaer
concert organist, The Netherlands
Kári Þormar, Dómkirkjan, Reykjavík

Lunchtime concerts

on Thursdays at 12 noon

Art
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A free tour of Icelandic literary
landmarks, with a focus on ghost stories
and crime fiction.
Runs every Thursday in June, July &
August at 15:00
Reykjavík City Museum - 'Settlement
Sagas: Accounts from Manuscripts'
This exhibition has rarely seen
manuscripts that tell the history of the
settlement of Reykjavík.
On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum - 'For
Cod's Sake'
An exhibition to commemorate the 40th
anniversary of the end of the Cod Wars.
Runs until August 31
Reykjavík Maritime Museum - 'From
Poverty to Abundance'
Photos documenting Icelandic fishermen
at the turn of the 20th century.
On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum 'Seawomen - the fishing women of
Iceland, past and present'
On permanent view

Reykjavík Museum of Photography
- 'Outlook' by Charlotta María
Hauksdóttir
A series of photographs shot in Iceland in
the fall of 2015.
Runs until October 9
Reykjavík Museum of Photography 'Vanishing Cultures: Westfjords' by
Þorvald Örn Kristmundsson
Photos that depict the old way of life in
the Westfjords, and the harsh conditions
that have marked the daily lives of
farmers.
Runs until September 11
Reykjavík Museum of Photography
- 'An Island in Ölfus' by Valdimar
Thorlacius
Photos the depict a town in the south
of Iceland, which is also the hometown
of the photographer.
Runs until September 11
The National Gallery - 'The Rhythm
of Geysers' by Sigrún Harðardóttir
An interactive video installation.
Runs until September 11
The National Gallery - Berlinde De
Bruyckere
Belgian artist Berlinde exhibits
drawings and sculptures shaped by the
traditions of the Flemish and German
Renaissance. Guided tours are held
every Friday at 12:10.
Runs until September 4
The National Gallery - 'Ljósmálun'
Various artists come together to study
this connection between paintings and
photographs and how the limits of the
two different art forms are mixed.
Runs until September 9
The National Gallery - 'Udstilling af
islandsk kunst'
In 1927, the exhibition presented
Icelandic art to the public in
Copenhagen for the first time. This
exhibition explores some of the works

Letting The World Into
The Gallery
'Elemental'
July 21 - August 3 | Listastofan, Hringbraut 119 | Admission: Free!

‘Elemental’ is a multimedia installation by Aishling Muller
consisting of photography, video projection and sculptural
work related to the natural world. ‘Elemental’ transports its
visitors into the fictional worlds of two characters who live
within the realm of the exhibition, and invites visitors are invited to pull their own weight by creating collaborative work
during the show. Aishling encourages guests to bring items
from nature and work with her daily at Listastofan, where the
outside world will overtake the gallery space. GR
presented then.
Runs until September 11
The National Gallery - 'Vasulka
Chamber'
Steina and Woody Vasulka are some of
the pioneers in multimedia and video
art, and have a show at the National
Gallery. They began experimenting with
electronic sound, stroboscopic light, and
video in the late '60s and haven't stopped
since.
On permanent view
The National Gallery - 'En plain air Along the South Coast' by Ásgrímur
Jónsson
He documented his travels and
homecoming in oil and watercolour
paintings.
Runs until September 16
The National Museum of Iceland 'Bundled Up in Blue'
This exhibition is centred around new
archeological findings from bones
believed to belong to a woman from the
settlement era, discovered in 1938 in East
Iceland.
Runs until August 31
The National Museum of Iceland 'The Making of A Nation'
This exhibition is intended to provide
insight into the history of the Icelandic
nation from Settlement to the present day.
On permanent view
The National Museum of Iceland 'What Is So Interesting About It?'
In celebration of the 100th anniversary
of women gaining the right to vote in

Iceland, this exhibit presents examples
of the work and struggles women have
faced since gaining that suffrage.
Runs until August 31
The Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300
artworks including a beautiful garden with
26 bronze casts of the artist’s sculptures.
On permanent view
Tveir Hrafnar Gallery - 'Mósaík' by
Steinunn Thóarinsdóttir
Steinnun uses digital technology in an
exhibition inspired by the ancient and
the new.
Opens May 21
The Icelandic Phallological Museum
The museum contains a collection of
more than 215 penises and penile parts
belonging to almost all the land and sea
mammals that can be found in Iceland.
On permanent view
Tjarnarbíó - Dracula's Pack
A show where dance, theatre and music
merge.
Runs on July 2 and July 5, 20:30
Tjarnarbíó - The Greatest
Show in Iceland (Starring Björk
Buðmundsdóttir* not the singer)
A comedic performance by the theatre
group Krass.
Runs July 8 at 20:30
Volcano House
The exhibition gives a brief overview of
Iceland’s magnificent nature.
On permanent view

A GUIDE THAT
FUCKS YOU UP

A list of

Every
Happy
Hour
in 101 Reykjavík

Wine 750 ISK,
selected cocktails
1,200 ISK.

16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

Hótel Natura

MarBar

Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
50% off all drinks.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
selected cocktails
1,600 ISK.

Every day from
18:00 to 21:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

Hótel Plaza Bar
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
Hraðlestin
Monday to Friday
from 16:00 to
18:00.
Beer 590 ISK,
Wine 590 ISK.
Hressó

American Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
Apótek
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
B5
Every day from
17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Cocktails 1,100
ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
Bar 7
Every day from
16:00 to 21:00.
Beer 350 ISK,
Shot 350 ISK.
Bar 11
Friday to Saturday
from 21:00 to
24:00.
Beer 500 ISK.
Bar Ananas
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Cocktails 1,650
ISK.
Beer Garden
Every day from
14:00 to 18:00.
500 ISK discount
off a selected beer.
Bjarni Fel
Sunday to Friday
from 21:00 to
23:00.
2-for-1 Beer 1,190
ISK,
single with mixer
1,600 ISK.
Blásteinn
Every Monday to
Saturday from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
Boston
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
Bravó
Every day from
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK.
Bus Hostel
Every day from
17:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
Bryggjan Brugghús
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK.
Café Haiti
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.

Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
Den Danske Kro
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 550 ISK
Wine 1,200 ISK.
Dillon
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Whiskey 550 ISK.
Dubliner
Every day from
12:00 to 22:00
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK
Dúfnhólar 10
Every day from
17:00 to 22:00.
Beer 490 ISK,
Wine for 700 ISK.
English Pub
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
Frederiksen Ale
House

Every Sunday and
Thursday from
20:00 to 23:00.
Beer 650 ISK.
Húrra
Every day from
18:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Íslenski Barinn
Everyday from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
selected cocktails
1,000 ISK.
Iða Zimsen
Every day from
19:00 to 22:00.
Beer 495 ISK.
Ísafold Bistro
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
Kaffibarinn
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 650 ISK.
Kiki Queer Bar

Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
2-for-1 Beer
900 ISK and
Wine 1,100 ISK.

Thursday from
21:00 to 24:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Shots 500 ISK.

Forréttabarinn

Mon-Fri 15:0017:00, Sat 12:0015:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Mojito 1,500 ISK.

Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Gaukurinn
Every day from
14:00 to 21:00
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.
Glaumbar
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to
00:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Shot 390 ISK.
Hilton Hotel Bar
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 675 ISK.
Hlemmur Square
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
Hótel 1919
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 575 ISK,
selected cocktails
1,090 ISK.
Hótel Holt Gallery
Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,

Kryddlegin Hjörtu

Lebowski Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
2-for-1
Beer 1,100 ISK and
Wine 1,100 ISK.

Meze
Every day from
16:00-18:00. Beer
650 ISK,
Wine 790 ISK.
Micro Bar
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 700 ISK.
Miðgarður
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
Mímisbar
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
Nora Magasin
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
Ölsmiðjan
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 490 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK.

Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
Skuggi Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
2-for-1 Beer
500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Slippbarinn
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK,
selected cocktails
1,000 ISK.
Smurstöðin
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
Stúdentakjallarinn
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Sushisamba
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
Tacobarinn
Mon-Sat from
16:00 to 19:00.
Fri-Sat from 22:30

to 01:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Tivoli
Every day from
16:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
Torfastofan
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 450 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
Uno
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 595 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Uppsalir
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
2-for-1 Beer
1000 ISK and
Wine 1,350 ISK.

THE
COOLEST
GASTROPUB
IN TOWN
Kitchen open
until 23

Vínsmakkarinn
Monday to Sunday
from 17:00 to
20:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Ölstofan
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 490 ISK,
Wine 890 ISK,
G&T 990 ISK.

The Plaza Bar
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
Prikið
Monday to Friday
from 16:00 to
20:00.
Beer 600 ISK.

Laugavegur 24 | #publichouse101
publichouse.is

Public House
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
50% off beer
and wine.
Beer 495 ISK,
Wine 695 ISK.
Reykjavík Chips
Every day from
20:00 to 22:00.
2 beers and fries
2,000 ISK.
Roadhouse
Every Saturday and
Sunday from 22:00
to 23:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
Sæta Svínið

Loft Hostel Bar

Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 595 ISK,
Wine 695 ISK.

Every day from

SKY Bar & Lounge

Download the
FREE Grapevine
Appy Hour app!
Every happy hour in
town in your pocket.
Available in the App
Store and on the
Android Play Store.
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Where do we go now?

A Pedestrian’s Guide
To Reykjavík
Words ISAAC WÜRMANN
Photo ART BICNICK

Combating
Cynicism
On Rockall
“We want to offer an accessible
level of inspiration.”
Words ISAAC WÜRMANN
Photo EMBASSY OF ROCKALL
What if you could start over, and build a new society from the ground up?
That’s the central question posed by the Travelling Embassy of Rockall, a new
art installation on the Reykjavík waterfront. To the unwitting passerby, the
collection of empty shipping containers that form the installation might not
look out of place in the harbour area, but the project has goals that extend far
beyond Iceland.

There’s no better way to discover a
new city than by foot. Once you get
out of the car or bus, everything
slows down, but more than that,
it gives you more time to think.
“I suspect that the mind, like the
feet, works at about three miles
per hour,” Rebecca Solnit writes in
her book ‘Wanderlust: A History of
Walking’. “If this is so, then modern life is moving faster than the
speed of thought.”
In some respects, Reykjavík is
a pedestrian’s paradise—the the
city is small and can be easily covered by foot. On the other hand,
the streets are often winding and
lead in unexpected directions, and
many Icelanders seem more accustomed to driving between destinations. Here are some of Reykjavík’s
best walking routes that are easily
accessible from downtown.

The Classics

There are some walking paths that
need no introduction: the sculpture and shore walk by the harbour,
for example, or the stroll around
Tjörnin. These are perennial favourites, and for good reason. Another perhaps less well-loved walk
is on Öskjuhlíð, the hill most famous for Perlan, the shining pearl
on its peak. Take a hike through the
wooded area on Öskjuhlíð’s south
side down towards Nautshólsvík.

streets and hidden treasures to
discover. From downtown, walk
west down Vesturgata before turning left onto Bræðraborgarstígur.
Take a gander at the quaint and
colourful houses down this street
until you reach a beautiful view
over the ocean at Faxaskjól. Keep
following the road as it turns north
and becomes Hofsvallagata, before turning right onto Túngata
at the impressive Christ’s Church
Cathedral to head back downtown.
Along this route you can stop for
ice cream at Ísbúð Vesturbær, for
a swim at Vesturbæjarlaug, or for a
coffee at Kaffihús Vesturbæjar.

Beyond Hallgrímskirkja

Everyone’s
familiar
with
Skólavörðustígur, the street that
leads to Hallgrímskirkja, but the
streets around the famous church
get a lot less love. Some of my favourites for people watching and discovering new shops and galleries are
Bergstaðarstræti and the more treelined Laufásvegur. For the more adventurous, turn off Skólavörðustígur
onto Njálsgata, and continue across
Snorrabraut before turning right
onto Rauðarárstígur. After walking
a few blocks you’ll hit Klambratún,
a big green park that houses Kjarvalsstaðir, a gallery that features the
art of Jóhannes Kjarval.

Grandi
Vesturbær

The neighbourhood just west of
downtown features plenty of cute

For those with an eye for the more
industrial, take a stroll through the
up-and-coming Grandi harbour

THE
EYRARBAKKI
TheHOUSE
House AT
at Eyrarbakki
Today one can enjoy
exhibitions about the story
and culture of the region,
famous piano, shawl made
out of human hair and the
kings pot, are among items.

Húsið prides itself with warm
and homelike atmosphere.

Árnessýsla folk museum is located in Húsið, the House, historical home
of the Danish merchants built in 1765.
Húsið is one of the oldest houses in Iceland and a beautiful monument
of Eyrarbakki´s time as the biggest trading place on the south coast.

area. If you turn right onto Grandagarður after passing through the
hubbub of the old harbour area you
can wind a big loop through the
neighbourhood on foot. Down Eyjarslóð you’ll find shops and design
studios such as Farmers Market, as
well as some stunning views of the
city and Esjan. For bonus points,
stop in at Bryggjan Brughús on
your way back downtown for a pint
and some good food.

Seltjarnarnes

This is a bit further out of the way,
but the beach, views, and grassy
park areas are worth it. If you loop
around Seltjarnarnes, a small city
on a peninsula just west of Reykjavík, you’ll find incredible views
in all directions. The long, sandy
and sheltered beach at the furthest
point of this walk is objectively the
best place to watch the sun set, and
you can cap off your stroll with a
trip out to the lighthouse or a soak
in the warm foot bath tucked in the
rocks on the north shore. The city’s
plentiful green space and quirky
houses make Seltjarnarnes a fun
area to explore.
Of course, if you’re looking for
less of a choose-your-own adventure tour of the city, there are
plenty of guided walking tours in
Reykjavík. Some favourites include
the Reykjavík Music Walk, the city
library’s Dark Deeds Walk and the
Haunted Walk of Reykjavík.

“What it has a lot to do with is
combating cynicism,” says Allart
van der Woude, one of the project’s
organizers. “A lot of people that I
know, of all age groups and all nationalities, have lost faith in political and spiritual and social narratives.” At the Travelling Embassy
of Rockall, visitors can image new
narratives in a space that is free of
any restrictions posed by existing
structures or traditions.
Rockall is a small, uninhabitable
rock off the west coast of Great
Britain, and the island has caught
many people’s imagination due
to its isolation and harsh conditions. Over the years, the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark and
Iceland have all claimed sovereignty
over the landmass. “Rockall is, in a
way, sort of a game,” Allart says. “We
pretend to be this embassy because
we want people to imagine a different kind of place, a different kind of
nation, where things can be started
anew without them having to project that onto a space they know.”
The “embassy” is composed of
eight old shipping containers that
have been arranged in an empty lot
between downtown and Grandi. In
some cases, these containers have
been turned into a library, workshop, bar or art gallery for people
to visit from Wednesday to Saturday. Allart says they plan to host
film screenings every Wednesday
throughout the summer and weekly concerts on Friday, as well as
other workshops or events as they

come along.
“We want to offer an accessible
level of inspiration,” Allart says
about how they curated the event
programme. “You want to be able
to really identify with the person
who is delivering the lecture or organizing the workshop.”
In the end, Allart says he hopes
people leave the installation feeling inspired to tackle the social
issues in their communities. “A
lot of people want to feel like they
have some sort of control or some
sort of crafting ability in regards to
their environment,” he says. “It really just takes a humble little thing
to get people to feel better about
themselves and feel as if they can
contribute to the community.”
The artists behind the Travelling
Embassy of Rockall come from all
over Europe, from Portugal and
the Netherlands to France and, of
course, Iceland. Allart says Reykjavík was chosen as the first location
of the installation because it has
faced problems relating to resources and economic structures in recent years. “These are the themes
that we would also encounter if we
were to start a society in Rockall,”
he says. After Reykjavík, the embassy will be travelling to Rotterdam and Aarhus.
The Travelling Embassy of Rockall
will be open on Mýrargata until the
end of September. For a full overview
of their summer programme, visit
www.rockall.is.

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 -22:00

The Maritime museum is
close by where the beautiful
twelve-rower Farsæll is the
largest item.
A glimpse of the past lives of
Eyrarbakki´s villagers is what
meets the eye of the guests.

saegreifinn.is
Opening hours: May 1st - September 30th daily 11.00-18.00 or by an agreement
Tel: +354 483 1504 & +354 483 1082 | husid@husid.com | www.husid.com

Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com
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ONLINBOE OK
& GET

Passport or single ticket?
Travel around Iceland at your own pace from 2 days up to
2 months. Buy your Bus Passport or single ticket at the
next booking agency or at www.icelandbybus.is

BOOK& GET
ONLINE
TRAVEL

STERNA

.COM

icelandb

ybus.is

FOR BOOKINGS & ALL INFORMATION ABOUT THIS TOUR &
OTHER EXCITING DAYTOURS GO TO: WWW.STERNATRAVEL.COM
CALL+354-551-1166 OR VISIT OUR SALES DESK AT
HARPA CONCERT HALL DOWNTOWN REYKJAVÍK

GOLDEN CIRCLE &
THE SECRET LAGOON
Starting time 10:30
Duration approx 8 hours

PRICE: 12.800 ISK
Gullfoss
Geysir

Þingvellir

Share your moments at Sternatravel
#feelthefreedom #sternatravel

A perfect combo of sightseeing
and a relaxation in a hot spring
nature bath.
The Golden Circle; Geysir hot
spring area, Gullfoss waterfall
and Þingvellir are sights every
visitor in Iceland must see.
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Beer is food

Words ISAAC WÜRMANN Photo ART BICNICK

Icelandic
Summer Beers
The Definitive Guide

It’s summertime in Reykjavík,
when temperatures consistently
break 15 degrees and the constant
sounds of construction have nearly
driven you off the deep end. But
there’s something else brewing in
the Icelandic summer air: the hoppy smell of all the seasonal beers.
We’ve taken the liberty of tasting a
few of this summer’s offerings so
you don’t have to.

Icelandic Arctic Berry Ale from
Einstök

Upon cracking open a can of this
stuff you’ll be overwhelmed by its
sticky-sweet smell. “It smells like
sherbet,” one panellist said, but we
were underwhelmed by its lack of,
erm… taste. Ultimately, Einstök’s
summer offering is comparable to
a fruit tea, which draws you in with
the promise of flavour before leaving you high and dry.
At first we wondered why this classified as a summer beer. There’s
nothing special about this India
Pale Lager, except for that it’s
brewed at a family farm in West
Iceland. “It kind of tastes like it was
made in a barn,” one of the panellists commented, and compared it
to Newcastle Brown Ale.

This is your classic no-frills blonde
ale, and was generally panned by
judges. “Fuck them for making generic beer and trying to sell it to
us,” said one panellist. “If you want
to drink a lot of something and
not deal with the fancy flavours,
this is for you.” However, Gull gets
points for trying to bridge the gap
between the mass market and craft
beer lovers.

Vár Bryggj from Föroya Bjór

Boli Keller

Sumaröl from Víking

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house
Tel:511-1118
Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

THE NEW
LEGEND
NEW VERSIONS OF THE
ICELANDIC HOT DOG

While not an Icelandic beer, this
seasonal from our cousins in the
Faroes earns an honorary spot on
this list. Vár Bryggj has a meadowy taste to it, but was generally
panned by our judges. “It doesn’t
taste like an independent Iceland,”
one panellist commented, while
others agreed that it tasted pretty
Danish.

Again, we were confused by what
made Boli Keller a summer beer. It
has a smoky taste, and would taste
horrible if it wasn’t cold (which,
in our expert estimation, is a necessary feature of a good summer
beer). However, the panel agreed
this was the first beer they’d drink
multiple bottles of, and it would
make a great barbecue pairing.

Víking’s summer edition won for,
um, actually tasting like a summer beer. Unlike the Einstök ale,
Sumaröl’s strawberry taste matches your flavour expectations. “If
you were going to take a fucking
cooler across Reykjadalur, this is
what you’d want to take,” said one
panellist, before we disbanded and
all trudged over to Vínbuðin to buy
a six-pack.

Sólveig from Borg Brugghús

The second summer beer from

SHARE: gpv.is/hrr

B E ST T HA I F O OD
2009,2010,2011,2012,2013,2014,2015
TOP TEN

BEST RESTAURANTS IN ICELAND
DV. 17.07.11

BanThai
RESTAURANT

www.banthai.is

INGÓLFSTORG

Sumar Bjór from Brugghús Steðja

Laugavegur 130
T E L : +354 - 692 - 0564

EST 2006

SumarGull

This was the first beer our panel
tasted, but the consensus was that
it should have been our last. “This
would ruin my picnic,” one panellist said. With an 8.5 percent ABV,
this beer will put you right to sleep.
Ástríkur has a mouthful of flavour
that matches its distinctive rainbow label, but it’s not light enough
for a summer beer.

Ástríkur from Borg Brugghús

Organic bistro

Borg nearly tore our panel apart.
“It tastes like rotten banana—it’s
terrible,” one panellist said. It came
down to a question of expectations:
Sólveig brands itself as a wheat
beer, but it’s far too hoppy. If you
weren’t told otherwise you might
guess it was an IPA, but our panel’s resident IPA expert liked it, so
there’s that.

FOOD IS MADE FRESH FROM SCRATCH,

Find the best food in Iceland!
Download our free dining app, CRAVING
on the Apple and Android stores

Restaurants

We Should Do
Lunch Sometime!
But Where?

Words YORK UNDERWOOD Photo ART BICNICK
Lunch is an interesting concept for
a country that doesn’t eat breakfast. As a tourist you’ve probably
noticed that there are not a lot of
food options downtown in the early morning other than baked goods
and black coffee. When I have
guests visiting me, I tell them to
make breakfast at their Airbnb or
hotel room, which can be done ambitiously with eggs and caviar or lazily with skyr and apple slices. For
lunch, however, you have three options: the slow and social, the quick
and easy or the planned picnic.
The slow and social is for the
day after an excursion or for settling in on your first day. The place
to go is Ostabúðin (it won the “Best
Lunch Place” in our Best Of Reykjavík special issue, which you can find
stacked next to this issue downtown). It’s a simple lunch done well,
with fresh fish and baked-that-day
bread. They also have a gourmet
boutique, so you can grab a few

items to take with you. As an alternative, I recommend Jómfrúin. It’s a
traditional Danish-style lunch spot
complete with chilled aquavit. It’s
the type of lunch that usually leads
to a nap or a downward spiral into a
night of manic frenzy.
The quick and easy is when you
need to grab something and go.
Perhaps you’re on your way to a
whale watching tour or looking for
a bite to eat before heading out into
the countryside. For this I recommend Bæjarins Beztu, the hot dog
stand. It’s familiar enough to be
comforting, but unique enough to
get you excited for the adventures
of the day ahead. It’s also inexpensive, which in Reykjavík is saying
something. For the vegetarians,
try the Block Burger veggie burger.
It’s quick, relatively cheap and delicious. You can also get fancy soda
pop, which I assume adults enjoy.
The planned picnic is the holy
grail of lunches. It depends on

#109

a series of factors: the weather,
the weather and, of course, the
weather. On the few days the Gods
decide to stop pissing down on us,
us Reykjavíkians like to bask in the
glorious 14°C sunshine. The two
popular spots are in front of parliament or beside the pond in front of
the National Art Gallery. You can
stock up at Bónus (the “Best Grocery Store” 2016) or, my favourite,
grab a bucket of chicken from KFC.
All you need then is a blanket and
warm beer from Vínbuðin, the liquor store.
There, that’s it. That’s all I’ve
got. I can’t choose what type of
lunch you need. I can only give suggestions. You can try to mix and
match, a block burger for a picnic,
eat your groceries next to the hot
dog stand, or bring some KFC into
Ostabúðin, but I wouldn’t recommend it.
SHARE: gpv.is/nah

Dill is a Nordic restaurant with its
focus on Iceland, the pure nature and
all the good things coming from it.
It does not matter if it’s the
ingredients or the old traditions, we
try to hold firmly on to both.
There are not many things that make
us happier than giving life to old
traditions and forgotten ingredients
with modern technique and our creative
mind as a weapon.

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
2.300.kr

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
2.100.kr

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.600.kr

Lífið er saltfiskur

Hverfisgata 12 · 101 Reykjavík
Tel. +354 552 15 22 · www.dillrestaurant.is

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677
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South By Southwest
Nature, culture and fine dining
on The Westman Islands
Words KELLEY REES
Photos ART BICNICK

Exploring

How to get there:
Route One south to Landeyjahöfn, and take the ferry

Iceland seems fantastical so much
of the time. Travelling around the
country, I’m always reminded of
novels and films—of lands that
aren’t based in reality. Just when
you think you’ve seen the most
magnificent landscape imaginable, you’ll stumble upon something even more remarkable at the
next turn.
The ferry ride from the south
coast of Iceland to the Westman
Islands was the first indication
that, for the duration of our twoday visit, this kind of happy bewilderment would be a constant. As
we approached, the green peaks
that had seemed like just some
distant rocks jutting out of the sea
grew into a fantastical little archipelago. We passed several tiny
islands as we docked in Heimaey,

the largest of the islands. Elliðaey,
the fabled “isle of Björk” is visible
from the harbour—a dramatic islet, with a single house on it that
was rumoured on social media
to have been gifted to the singer
by the Icelandic government, but
which, in actuality, is a lodge for
puffin hunters.

An unconventional
paradise
July is the the peak of Iceland’s
midsummer, when the Westmans
are as green as they get. The landscape, almost completely devoid of
trees, looked particularly dramatic at this time of year, with grassy,
steep embankments and sheer
cliffs towering over the crashing

Meal provided by:
slippurinn.com

Accommodation
guesthousehamar.is

waves. It’s a little wilder than your
conventional island getaway.
The extremity of the Westmans’ beauty is reflected in the
severity of all its elements–the
frigid ocean temperatures, the
powerful current, and the precipitous edges that sketch out the
island’s periphery. Even the settlement of the islands has a sense of
drama—the land’s name derives
from the Old Norse word “Vestmenn,” or Westmen, in reference
to the Gaelic slaves who had been
brought here by Norsemen sometime around AD 875.

Wild island
Walking amongst such all-encompassing natural beauty, I felt

Boat trip by:
ribsafari.is

detached from the realities of dayto-day living in this remote place.
But as we walked to visit the Heimaey stave church, we caught site
of a preserved house that would
remind us of the hardships of island life. Upon entering, we realised we’d found a museum dedicated to the history of medicine
on the island.
Perhaps it’s my obsession with
‘Call the Midwife’, but I find the
study of medicine in ages past
fascinating. Within the house is
a nineteenth-century medicine
cabinet that formerly belonged
to the island’s lighthouse keeper,
Jónatan Jónsson, who lived so
far from town that he needed to
maintain his own personal medicine store. I began to imagine the
lives of Westman Island inhabit-

ants over the years. The thought
that first struck me upon entering the harbour returned—this
is no white-sand paradise, but a
wild island where the elements
are menacing in their ferocity and
strength.
A much-anticipated highlight
of the trip was a boat tour of the
smaller islands. As our small
motorboat laboured across the
choppy water, our intrepid captain steered close to large rocks
being pummeled by the tide and
ventured into watery caves. It was
a thrilling ride that brought to
mind ‘Treasure Island’ and ‘Jurassic Park’, peppered with tidbits of
information from our guide about
the history, geology and nature of
the Westmans.

GRÍMSEY
ÍSAFJÖRÐUR

ÞÓRSHÖFN
VOPNAFJÖRÐUR
AKUREYRI
EGILSSTAÐIR
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Distance
from Rvk
146 km

It’s difficult to go from fancying oneself a seafaring Long John
Silver-type adventurer to appreciating an intricate restaurant
experience—but sometimes, sacrifices must be made. The Slippurinn Eatery, open May to September, is a collaboration between
brother and sister Gísli Auðunsson
and Indíana Auðunsdóttir, who
introduced each dish of the tasting menu at the table themselves.
We were served some of the season’s last guillemot eggs. They were
creamy and rich, served with lovage
in their pastel blue shells.
Each dish was paired with a
wine, and they kept coming. Kelp
flakes were followed by langoustine and sea truffles, topped with

white wine sauce, leeks and dill.
The whole-cooked lemon sole
bathed in caper vinaigrette was
entirely de-boned, so we shoveled
heaping forkfuls straight from
serving dish. We finished with
rhubarb confit on almond cake, its
tartness juxtaposed against a glob
of homemade ice cream.
The next morning, we took a
walk past the famed golf course
that runs along Heimaey’s windblown western coast. Traipsing
straight over the holes amongst
steep green hills and block rocks,
we stood on the windblown, tidebattered seashore. It could have
been Neverland, Scheria or Lilliput. I could have stood there forever. But alas, the ferry back to
reality was waiting.
SHARE: gpv.is/trv10

ÍSAFJÖRÐUR
ICELAND’S WESTFJORDS
ARE ONLY 40 MINUTES AWAY

BOOK YOUR FLIGHT OR
DAY TOUR AT AIRICELAND.IS

islenska/sia.is FLU 73263 03/15

Personal touch

Let’s fly
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IN BUS AUDIO GUIDE
On this tour, each seat is equipped with a hand-held touch
screen tablet with a GPS sensitive app, that gives expertly
written and recorded guiding on demand. Available in 10
languages. English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch,
Finnish, Chinese, Japanese & Korean.
Bring your headphones, or buy onboard.

GOLDEN CIRCLE
CLASSIC
PRICE FROM

10.490ISK
TEENAGERS 12-15 YEARS OLD: KIDS 0-11 YEARS OLD:

5.245ISK

FREE

IN-BUS-AUDIO GUIDE
AVAILABILITY
MON • TUE • WED • THU • FRI • SAT • SUN
DURATION
APPROX: 8 hrs

Ashes To Ashes

ALSO AVAILABLE
WITH GLACIER
WALK

A volcano museum in the lava rubble of the Westman Islands
Words KELLEY REES 		

Photos ART BICNICK

On the night of January 23, 1973,
the inhabitants of Heimaey in the
Westman Islands were woken by
a violent volcanic eruption. With
little warning, lava shot up to 150
metres into the air. The islanders rushed to gather whatever
was most precious to them. The
lava flow began to threaten the
eastern side of island’s only town,
and heavy ash fall was expected.
Within six hours of the eruption
the Icelandic State Civil Defense
Organisation had evacuated almost all 5,300 Westman Island
inhabitants to the mainland. The
eruption of Eldfell—“Fire Mountain”—still lingers in the minds
of many.
The Eldheimar Museum, which
opened in May 2014, is dedicated
to the Eldfell eruption and its aftermath. Now in its third year of
operation, the museum sees an estimated 30,000 visitors annually.
And considering the difficulties of
reaching the island south of Iceland
during the winter months, museum director Kristín Jónhannsdóttir
is pleased with those numbers.
Born and bred on the island herself, Kristín was thirteen at the time
of the eruption, and remembers

that fateful night. “I didn’t think
it was a volcano,” she says. “I was
thinking about a war or something.
It was during the Cold War, and
Russia was always on our minds.”

Pompeii of the North
The idea of creating a museum
about the eruption surfaced about
ten years ago, when a group of
people decided to excavate some
of the ruins. The team began poking around, finding some wellpreserved houses beneath the lava;
then, five years ago, the decision was
made to build a museum that would
use the houses as the focal point.
“The islanders weren’t too crazy about this idea at first,” Kristín
says. “It took time to convince
them that it would do a lot for
Vestmannaeyjar. If the mayor and
the community hadn’t said: ‘This
is interesting, let’s do this,’ we
would have never done anything
except dig a hole and have some
ruins. But they believed, so this
is something we all did. It does
something for the whole society.”
The museum holds historical
artifacts from life on the island

surrounding the eruption date, as
well as interactive features, and
the excavated houses themselves,
with high-focus lenses situated
throughout the impressively preserved wreckage.
However, what’s perhaps most
striking are the stories from locals,
about both the eruption, and about
island life. The museum was gathers archival photographs, film, and
documentary footage, which is displayed throughout the exhibitions,
and there’s sentiment and emotion
in each individual narrative.
“The photographs and film
always get more interesting, because the people who remember
the occurrence are disappearing,”
says Kristín. “The documentary
we play here was made about 25
years after the volcano. Now, it’s
been nearly 45 years. I find it nice
because I’ll be walking downstairs
[where the documentary plays]
and hear the voice of my father,
who was interviewed for the film.
He died fifteen years ago, as did
many of his generation. And that
is something you cannot get back.”

SHARE: gpv.is/trv10a

SOUTH COAST
CLASSIC
PRICE FROM

13.890ISK

TEENAGERS 12-15 YEARS OLD: KIDS 0-11 YEARS OLD:

6.990ISK FREE

IN-BUS-AUDIO GUIDE
AVAILABILITY
MON • TUE • WED • THU • FRI • SAT • SUN
DURATION
APPROX: 11 hrs

Where Your Iceland Starts!
USB CHARGING
IN EVERY SEAT

IN BUS
AUDIO GUIDE

WWW.RSS.IS • +354 497 5000 • INFO@RSS.IS

ICEL AND´S PREMIER ONE-STOP SHOP

VISIT OUR NEW SHOP AT LAUGAVEGUR 91
4 FLOORS • 2000 m2 (21.500 sq ft)

ONE-STOP SHOP
FOR ALL YOUR
TRAVEL NEEDS
IN ICELAND

ICEWEAR MAGASÍN • AUSTURSTRÆTI 5 • LAUGAVEGUR 91

Camping
Travel
Hiking
Survival
Climbing
Backpacks
Tents
Souvenirs
Outdoor clothing
Wool Sweaters
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Great news for
the eremologists
NEWS
among you. The
IN BRIEF Kjölur trail, which
crosses the west
side of Iceland’s
highland desert, is now open. This
dramatic road starts just past
Gulfoss, where the concrete paving ends. Kjölur is a long, bumpy
track that passes through a beautiful, wild region, with Langjökull
to the west and Hofsjökull to the
east. There’s a geothermal oasis
with a campsite, hostel and hotpot
at Hveravellir, and picturesque
hikes all over the region. Get there
by hiring a 4x4, taking the daily
bus (re.is) or booking a tour with
an operator like Extreme Iceland
(extremeiceland.is).

Half An Hour
In Hella
Deildartunguhver is a large
hot-water spring near Reykholt,
around 100km north of Reykjavík
in Borgarfjörður. The water has
been used to supply the towns of
Borganes and Akranes for years,
but now, it will also be used for
a new spa called Krauma (krauma.is). Construction began in
April this year, just 70m from the
source. The spa will combine the
scalding groundwater of Deildartunguhver with cool water from
the nearby Rauðsgil ravine to provide natural water at the perfect
bathing temperature. Hotpots,
saunas, heated walkways and a
“tranquility room” are planned.
We can’t wait.

Víðgelmir, a lava tube located in
the Hallmundarhraun lava field,
is thought to be one of Iceland’s
most spectacular caves. Like many
of Iceland’s natural wonders, it’s
taken a little work to make it safely
accessible to the public, and to protect it from footfall degradation. A
company called The Cave (thecave.
is) has invested in lighting and a
walkway to allow public access. The
standard tour shows off the many
lava features and bright, earthy colours of the lava tube. Longer tours
are available for those who want to
delve a little deeper. JR

A microjourney in the
pursuit of the Hella Cool

Words ISAAC WÜRMANN
Photos HREFNA BJÖRG GYLFADÓTTIR
“What are you going to do in Hella?!” a friend asked when I filled
him in on my next destination.
To the west, Hella is bound by the
Ytri-Rangé river, and to the east by
fields and fields of lupine. In between, a smattering of diners, gas
stations and industrial buildings
fill out this true blink-and-you’llmiss-it town.
We were only planning on
spending half an hour in Hella,
which for most people driving
Iceland’s main highway is just a
stopping point between Selfoss
and Hvolsvöllur. In fact, even the

woman working at Litla lopasjoppan, the local handicraft and wool
market, told us it would be hard to
spend more than a few hours here.
We stumbled upon Litla lopasjoppan after noticing a bright red
building by the side of the highway
with wool sweaters blowing in the
wind out front. It’s an Icelandic
sweater collector’s paradise, with
wall-to-wall shelves stacked with
all colours and patterns imaginable. The shop is a true family affair, with generations of Icelanders working together to make the
classic sweaters that we all know

and love. For smaller gifts and
souvenirs, they also make scarves,
mittens, and—a personal favourite—a glove that’s been tailormade to hold a can of Víking without your fingers getting cold.

Pool? Pool?
Like all Icelandic towns, Hella of
course also has a pool. But complete with a 25-metre lane pool
and a warmer pool for kids, as
well as a variety of hot pots, two
waterslides and a sauna, this isn’t
just any pool! While its small
size evokes the memory of classic small-town Icelandic pools,
the water slides add a modern
flair. The sauna was also a pleasant surprise—tucked away near
the changing rooms, it could be
missed if you’re not looking for
it. I’ve been raving about this pool
to everyone who will listen since
my time in Hella, and I’ve made a
promise to myself that I’ll be back.
On our way out of town, we
stopped in at the local café/bar/
motel before picking up some

Bingo Balls at the gas station for
the road. You could find businesses like these—non-descript
but functional storefronts with
poor paint jobs—in any other
roadside town, but that’s part of
their appeal. As a Canadian who
spent a large chunk of his childhood driving from tiny town to
tiny town on the open prairies,
Hella carried a lot of nostalgia for
me. In this #InspiredByIceland
age, there’s something to be said
about the fact that you could find
towns in such uninspiring places
as Saskatchewan or Nebraska that
look, at least on their surface, almost identical to this town in
southern Iceland.
I’ve driven through a few times
since our half hour in Hella, and
each time I make some effort to
get whoever is driving to make a
pit stop. “They have a really nice
pool,” I’ll say. “And just look at
that lupine!” Without fail, they’ll
snicker or roll their eyes, and refuse my suggestion. If only they
knew what they were missing.
SHARE: gpv.is/hel10

Free WiFi

Check out all the options on www.ioyo.is

when available

THE ADVENTURE IS ON!

GOLD-CLASS
ENVIRONMENTAL
UMHVERFISFLOKKUN

BSI Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík •

CERTIFIED
TRAVEL SERVICE
VIÐURKENND
FERÐAÞJÓNUSTA

R
O

580 5400 • main@re.is • www.re.is • www.ioyo.is
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Of Ice And Men
Powering through the
Icelandic wilderness

Words JOHN ROGERS Photos ART BICNICK

Super jeeps are a common sight
in Iceland. These monstruous
souped-up all-terrain vehicles sit
dotted around the parking spaces
of downtown, sticking out above
the normal road cars and jutting
across the kerbs. They’re a heavyduty breed of 4x4s that have been
customised by raising the chassis
and adapting the wheel arches to
take larger tyres, enabling them
to handle terrains such as deep
tracts of snow, steep scree slopes,
and fast-flowing rivers.
Modified specifically for the
extreme conditions of the Icelandic wilderness, they’re generally
quite slow as road cars, but they
also tend to be pretty comfortable.
The more up-to-date models have
heated seats, comfortable upholstery, and speakers for the driver
to talk to their passengers over the
throaty growl of the engine.

Let’s off-road
It’s in one such vehicle that we,
a mixed group of six raincoatclad sightseers, set out towards
Þórsmörk for a day of exploration.
It quickly becomes apparent why
the car is necessary. Gígjökull is a
famous glacier tongue at the back
of the Eyjafjallajökull glacier on
the south coast, blocked in by unpredictable and fast-flowing meltwater rivers. We power through
them easily, and pull over for a
closer look.

Gígjökull was severely damaged by the famous Eyjafjallajökull eruption of 2010. It’s a particularly majestic icefall, with the
jagged blue-white tongue tumbling down almost vertically from
the glacier’s peak to ground level.
Once upon a time, it terminated in
an iceberg-strewn glacier lake—
not unlike a quieter, off-thebeaten-track Jökulsárlón. Today,
the lagoon is gone completely, but
Gígjökull remains, sitting across
a sea of gleaming stones. It’s
stained with black ash, and somewhat diminished from its former
glory, but much glory remains; it’s
a place that feels all the wilder for
the lighter foot traffic, and still a
sight to behold.

The back of beyond
Another boon of being in such
a massive car is that traditional
obstacles simply don’t count. Iceland’s southern wilderness of
Þórsmörk has so much to see that
you could spend weeks exploring
it on foot, but most visitors simply don’t have that kind of time at
their disposal—so it’s both convenient and oddly satisfying to blast
over deep, meandering glacier rivers to reach Stakkholtsgjá.
This long, dramatic, winding
mountain canyon has a meltwater
river pouring from its mouth. We
find a crossing place and tiptoe
over some stepping stones, lean-

ing on the cliff face for support.
The canyon is strewn with boulders and debris, and we hike deeper
into its maw, following the river
towards its source—a high, narrow waterfall. The green and umber
cliffs rear up around us dramatically, and wispy clouds form and
disperse as they hit the vast mountainside of the Þósmörk ridge.
During the return journey, our
guide and driver relates all kinds
of fascinating facts, legends and
local stories that help bring the
landscape of south Iceland to life
even more. Þórsmörk really is like
another world—as I doze happily
in the back seat, I sleepily wonder
if I’ll wake up at home to find I
dreamed the whole thing.
SHARE & LINKS: gpv.is/brm10

Do yourself a favor

VISIT JOE WHILE YOU’RE HERE
FRESH JUICE, YUMMY SHAKES, TASTY
SANDWICHES AND AWESOME COFFEE.

WE’RE IN KRINGLAN, SMÁRALIND, WORLD CLASS LAUGAR AND AT KEFLAVIK AIRPORT

KRINGLAN | SMÁRALIND | WORLD CLASS LAUGAR | KEFLAVIK AIRPORT
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Elevation:
855m

Ascent time:
1.5-2.5 hrs

Length:
2-2.5 km

Map no.:
61

Hestskarðshnjúkur: Unique
Fjord Scenery
Words ARI TRAUSTI GUÐMUNDSSON
Photo MAXIM PANTELEYEV
The pretty triangle-shaped summit opposite a small fjord from the
picturesque town of Siglufjörður
is not a common climb, but it is a
fine one indeed. The cirque facing
the fjord contains snow until late
summer each year. (An enormous,
fatal avalanche started there in
1919 and obliterated a coastal herring processing factory. The ruins
are still visible.) The Hestskarð
pass south of Hestskarðshnjúkur
was once the landward gateway to
the small farming community in
Héðinsfjörður, but nowadays that
fjord (now abandoned) is acces-

sible from the short road linking
the two road tunnels that connect the towns of Siglufjörður and
Ólafsfjörður, both with numerous
attractions and facilities for travellers.
Hestskarðshnjúkur: Hestur (horse),
skarð (mountain pass), hnjúkur
(peak).

The route character
An interesting, steep route that
meanders through low cliff bands
and steep scree slopes (no hand-

Elevation difference: 735 m

on climbing necessary).

Route description
Begin the hike to the left of where
the main road enters the tunnel
in the Skútudalur valley, at the
southeastern end of the fjord. Ascend the southwest slopes, bearing somewhat right as the slanting rock bands are a bit lower
there. Turn left and right to surmount them without having to
climb the steps. Take care when
walking across steep scree slopes
with loose rocks on top of solid
rock. Turn north (left) when you
approach the summit and aim for
the highest point. The highlands
to the west, south and east are vast
(this is the interior of the Tröllaskagi peninsula), with higher
peaks as one looks farther south,
but most of these are hidden from
view by nearby mountains.
Difficulty rating: 4
Overall rating: 5
SHARE & LINKS: gpv.is/hi10

HUMANS OF REYKJAVÍK

North Worn
available in all main
tourist shops

Ruth Pope
Words & Photo GEIDI RAUD
What brings her to Iceland
“My friend Joy and me traveled
here all the way from Australia.
Actually we were visiting her
daughter-in-law in Norway and
we decided to come to Iceland
as it is nearby. We are staying
here for two weeks.”

Differences with Australia
“Everything is different! The
main differences are of course
climate and architecture. I
actually thought it was colder
here. Also the history—there’s
no other history like Iceland’s.
And also the fact that you

simply just walk through
customs in the airport. What’s
more, people are so friendly
and it’s so safe to walk on the
streets here.”
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Morals of the story: 1.Be a
Helgi, not a Þorsteinn, and
definitely not a Þorgrímur.
2. Killing people is bad.
Killing institutions that
kill people, allow people to
be killed, or put people in
danger of being killed, is
good. Burn those motherfuckers down—but without
killing anyone.

WORDS OF
INTEREST

Into the
Woods
Words & Images: EUNSAN HUH

SAGA RECAP

Q. Hvað gerir þu ef þu villast í islenskum skógi? (What do you do if you get
lost in an Icelandic forest?)
A. Stendur upp! (Stand up!)

Episode 13:
Saga of the People
of Kjalarnes
Words GRAYSON DEL FARO
Art INGA MARIA BRYNJARSDÓTTIR
If you’ve ever stopped along Reykjavík’s waterfront to ogle the magnificent mountainess known as
Esja, you’ve probably seen some
little buildings scattered about
her feet. That is Kjalarnes, the
site of the only Saga to take place
within sight of our modern capital
city. It’s even now technically part
of the city of Reykjavík, so this is
the closest thing to a Saga of the
People of Reykjavík that we have.
Amidst a summer of recapping
Sagas taking place as far east as
Russia and west as Canada, we’re
now going to take a quick rest back
at home to explain where Esja gets
her name.

Irelandic Saga
Some Irish guy has pissed off the
king for unexplained (probably
Christian) reasons, so his conventient kinsman/Bishop sends him
(along with a bunch of other Irish
Christians) to Kjalarnes. He promises that the pagan chieftain of that
region isn’t too much of a dick to
Christians. He’s like, “Take this very
important Christian dirt and put a
Christian church on it,” and they’re
all like, “Sure, whatever.”
Chieftain Helgi Bjóla welcomes
all the Christians and they are
allotted places to live and begin

integrating into society. (Please
allow yourself a moment for a bitter LOL at the irony of medieval Icelandic officials actually being kinder to asylum seekers of different
faiths and nationalities than those
in 2016. Double-bitter ROFL for the
irony of “The Dublin Regulation.”)
The big, buff Irish dude, Andríður, swears the oaths of brotherhood with Helgi’s sons. He also
marries a hot and rich Icelander
named Þuríður and they have a
son named Búi. Esja, a wealthy
Irish widow with mad skills in
magic—a rich witch, if you will—
takes him in as her foster son. He’s
naturally peaceable and opts out
from practicing pagan sacrifice.

Fascister than
a speeding slingshot
Unluckily for him, the chieftaincy
has passed on from the compassionate Helgi to his shitty, fascistic son Þorgrímur. His equally
shitty, even more fascistic son
Þorsteinn prosecutes Búi for not
paying his sacrificial dues to the
official religion and sentences
him to full outlawry. When he refuses to leave, these assholes (let’s
just call them UTL for fun) am-

bush him on his way between his
mother and his foster-mother, but
he holds them off with his trusty
slingshot until his mother casts
some kind of spell of darkness to
hide him from his enemies while
he escapes.
When Búi checks the time the
next day, it’s revenge o’ clock on
the dot, so he sneaks up behind
Þorstein while he’s praying and
crushes his skull, burns down his
whole temple, and then goes into
hiding. The sentiment is understandable, but lezbehonist, that’s
just excessive. After they search
Esja’s house (without her consent)
and find nothing, Þorgrímur and
his kinsman go to the home of Andríður, their own blood-brother.
While his wife screams and offers
money instead, they drag him out
and kill the shit out of him.

Trolls gonna troll
Esja tells Búi that she will not be
able to hide and protect him much
longer, so he sets off for Norway.
The king there is pagan and feeling
pretty salty about Búi burning down
the temple. He says he’ll only let Búi
live if he fetches a board game from
the troll-king in the mountains, so
Búi sets off to do so.

MADE IN ICELAND www.jswatch.com
With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.

He ends up shacking up with
the troll-princess, who quickly
gives birth to a bearded baby.
That’s right. A motherfucking
baby with a motherfucking beard.
Búi ditches them and returns
the board game to the Norwegian king, who then makes him
fight an evil troll called “the black
man.” (I’ll let that fucked-up-ness
speak for itself.) Upon killing him,
he returns to Iceland to discover
he has an illegitimate child.
Child aside, the family feud is
casually settled now that everyone has chilled the hell out and
Búi marries Þorgrímur’s daughter
Helga. One day, a twelve-year-old
boy shows up and says, “You’re my
dad!” Búi’s like, “No, I’m not, let’s
wrestle about it.” But the boy wins
because Búi’s legs are magically
whipped out from under him, probably by the spell of a certain scorned
single-mom-troll somewhere.
Fact: moms gonna protect
their children, with magic if
necessary. Búi dies, which is
probably for the best because
he turned out not to be the most
Christ-like of Christians. Welcome to Iceland, and Christianity, and the world.

SHARE: gpv.is/saga13

This is a tired old joke often told to
tourists (it’s even made an appearance in an Icelandic textbook). The
punch line is that there are barely
any trees in Iceland and the ones
that grow in these so-called “forests” are so young that you can easily see over them.
According to the Iceland Forest
Service, an estimated 25-40% of the
island was covered by trees during
the time of first settlers. The need
for grazing lands led to rapid deforestation; fast-forward 1100 years,
and only a pitiful 1.5% of Iceland
remains green.

Organized afforestation began in
1899 in Þingvellir, by three Danes.
Since then, it’s been a diligent work
in progress. Between 2007 and
2009, a record number of six million seedlings were planted around
the country. The Icelandic Forest
Service hopes to repopulate 12% of
Iceland with trees by 2100. And perhaps by then, we’ll finally be able to
retire that overused joke.
Every Single Word in Icelandic
(http://everysingleword.is) is a pictographic exploration of the Icelandic
language.

WHATEVER THE WEATHER...

WWW.ZO-ON.COM
ZO•ON is born in Iceland, and we have a passion for outdoor living.
We love the feeling of being in sync with nature, of being part of
something bigger than ourselves. This is reflected in how we design
and create outdoor wear.
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DON'T ASK NANNA

MONSTER OF
THE MONTH

Draumagras
Dream Weed
DON'T ASK
NANNA

Don't Ask
Nanna About
Road Trips
By NANNA DÍS ÁRNADÓTTIR
Hi Nanna,
I’m driving around Iceland with some
friends this summer and I want to
know what you think is the must-see
attraction?
Roadtripper
Hi Roadtripper,
I’ll be honest, it all looks the same to
me. Just leave Reykjavík city limits
and pretty much everything in every
direction looks like the backdrop of some
meaningful quote your aunt’s posting on
Facebook.
Nanna
Hey Nanna,
What is your best advice for going on a
road trip in Iceland?
Kerouac
Hey Kerouac (lame),
Don’t drop a deuce on the side of the
road.
Iceland is pretty barren and I know toilets are far and few between, so you will
be tempted to just pull over and do your
business, but hold it in man. And if you
absolutely HAVE to do a number two and
you’re nowhere near a toilet—then don’t
leave the toilet paper behind. Bag the loo
roll, man, so at least whoever stumbles
upon your log can pretend it was left by
like, a horse or something.
Nanna

This plant is grey, with a jointed stem
and a bud on top. It grows earlier than
any other plant, and is fully grown by
16 May. It shall be plucked that day and
kept in a Bible until the 16th Sunday after Trinity Sunday. It is then to be finely
chopped and mixed with Communion
wine and ingested each morning on an
empty stomach. This will stave off leprosy. If one takes a bite of it early in the
morning while facing east, it will prevent all internal ailments. In that case,
it shall also be plucked on that same day
and kept in the same manner. If placed
in one’s hair before going to sleep, the
dreamer will be made aware of that
which he desires to know.
Source: Jón Árnason, Íslenzkar þjóðsögur
og ævintýri IV, p. 22.
"Monster of the Month" is a spin off of 'The Museum of Hidden Beings',
by artist Arngrímur Sigurðsson. He delved into Iceland´s mythological history, taking creature encounters from across the centuries and bringing
them to life through painting in an act of creative cryptozoology. Find the
book at bookstores, or order it online at arngrimur.com.

LÓABORATORIUM

SMJÖRFLUGA

Hi Nanna,
Roughly how much does it cost to do a
week-long trip around the country?
Penny
Hi Penny,
Well, that really depends on your hot dog
budget. How many hot dogs do you need
to eat per day on average? Thirty, forty?
My rough estimate is maybe five million
ISK, give or take five hot dogs.
Nanna
MORE NANNA: gpv.is/NANNA

“Awesome experience”

TVEIR HRAFNAR
listhús, Art Gallery

offers a range of artwork by
contemporary Icelandic artists
represented by the gallery, selected works by acclaimed artists
and past Icelandic masters.
Represented artists:
GUÐBJÖRG LIND JÓNSDÓTTIR
HALLGRÍMUR HELGASON
HÚBERT NÓI JÓHANNESSON
JÓN ÓSKAR
ÓLI G. JÓHANNSSON
STEINUNN THÓRARINSDÓTTIR
Also works by:
HADDA FJÓLA REYKDAL
HULDA HÁKON
NÍNA TRYGGVADÓTTIR
KRISTJÁN DAVÍÐSSON
– among others

TVEIR HRAFNAR listhús, Art Gallery

Baldursgata 12 101 Reykjavík (at the corner of Baldursgata and Nönnugata, facing Þrír Frakkar Restaurant)
Phone: +354 552 8822 +354 863 6860 +354 863 6885 art@tveirhrafnar.is www.tveirhrafnar.is
Opening hours: Thu-Fri 12pm - 5pm, Sat 1pm - 4pm and by appointment +354 863 6860

Take part in a great adventure.

the

Inside Volcano
Descend 120 metres into a volcano
and explore an underground world.

One of twenty places in the
world you must see before
you die.
- CNN

I have never been anywhere
underground that matches
the grandeur and impact of
this place.
- The Sunday Times

Standing inside a volcano
is a strangely emotional
experience.
- The Guardian

More info: InsideTheVolcano.com
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Rafting on a glacial river

I'm considered a pleasant person by most of the
people I know and have
worked with. Some would
even go so far as to say
I'm friendly. I'm relatively
polite, I don't argue with
strangers and I'm nice to
Lóa Hlín
Hjálmtýsdóttir my neighbors. By most
standards I would say I'm
fairly well-behaved. I'm the passive-aggressive type who agrees to disagree a lot of the
time just to avoid confrontation. When I'm
alone in my car, on the other hand, I turn into
another person.
••• ••• ••• •••
In traffic all my bottled annoyance and anger
spills out like they're in a chemistry lab during an earthquake. The radio is very loud. I
scream with every song even if I don't know
the lyrics. I argue angrily with the radio hosts
and then I laugh like a lunatic when I surprise
myself with the foul language from my hellmouth.
••• ••• ••• •••
I threaten other drivers with rude hand gestures. I roll my eyes and call them ugly names.
"Drive slower if you possibly can, old mantoad, WHY AM I WATCHING YOU DYING?"
"NICE GORE-TEX SUPER TOURIST, YOU'RE
IN REYKJAVÍK, BUY YOURSELF SOME TASTE
WITH THE MONEY YOU SAVED WITH THE
HOMEMADE SANDWICHES YOU BROUGHT
TO ICELAND!" "WALK FASTER, GODDAMN
IT! NOT EVERYONE IS ON A VACATION YOU
KNOW!" "SO YOU'RE ON A BIKE, CONGRATULATIONS AND WIPE THE SMUGNESS OF
YOUR FACE WITH YOUR UGLY BUFF!"
••• ••• ••• •••
I didn't fully realize how odd this behavior
was until the other day, when I was driving
and talking on the phone with my friend on
speaker. When the conversation was over I
was trying to get into another lane. The other
drivers didn't let me in immediately so I began
cursing them loudly. "SO IS THIS THE SICK
LITTLE GAME YOU'RE PLAYING MOTHERFUCKER?" I went instantly quiet when I heard
a tiny little "hello?" from my friend whom I
had accidentally taken hostage in my crazymobile by not hanging up. I felt like someone
had seen me for the monster that I really am
and wondered if I should go to a therapist or
just take the bus.
••• ••• ••• •••
SHARE: gpv.is/last

Enjoy beautiful landscape
from a new angle!

Easy | 4–7 hours | May 15th – Sep. 30th | Min. age 11 years

Rafting down Hvítá glacial river is a splendid way
to spend the day and enjoy gentle rapids and
a spectacular canyon scenery.
Book your adventure now!

arcticrafting.com

adventures.is | info@adventures.is | +354 562 7000 | Reykjavík sales office at Laugavegur 11

TOURIST INFORMATION AND
FREE BOOKING SERVICE
We are proud to be the first & only downtown Tourist Information fully
accredited by both the Icelandic Tourist Board and the Vakinn Quality System.

Spör ehf.

Driving Miss
Crazy

Gullfoss
canyon rafting

Bankastræti 2 - Downtown
itm@itm.is - www.itm.is
Tel: +354 522 4979
Summer: 08.00 - 21.00
Winter: 09.00 - 19.00

Drop by, we speak...

